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Commentary
The Wholesaler And You

l he relationship between the locksmith and his distribu-

tor is a unique unc I n fact, one could not survive without

the other. Although you may have the occasional dispute

with your supplier, you really do need him. It would be

impossible for you. as a locksmith dealer, to inventory

the amount of product required to buy direct from the

ma n ufact urcr , 1 h at% w fi at yo ur who lesaler does for yo u

,

and he deserves to profit on his investment. And without

you, the wholesaler would soon be out of business.

Most manufacturers do not want to spend all day filling

small orders. So they sell to wholesalers who stock large

supplies of common items, And even some not-so-

common items. Then you as the dealer draw from the

distributor's supply of that item. Your wholesaler inven-

tories everything from locks to key machines to parts

and tools. All this expensive stuff sits on his shelf just

waiting for your order. He has many thousands of dollars

tied up in inventory so hell have what you want when you

want it. That's how your wholesaler makes his living and

pays his employees.

Of course, he also wants to provide you with quick ser-

vice, good advice, and reasonable prices. But if he cant

make money on an item L he will not want to stock it. Then
when you decide you need just thai particular item to be

shipped ASAP, it will be backordered. So you earTt

begrudge your supplier his mark-up.

It used to be that most all locksmiths bought from the

distributors located in his town or area, That meant that

the supplier and the locksmith got to know one another.

They knew each other's families, and understood each

other's problems. But today things have changed some.

We live in a world where computerized order entry and

fast shipping services mean that you don't really need to

live near your supplier anymore. In some ways, this situa-

tion has been good for the industry. Prices are now more
competitive because a locksmith in Chicago can easily

purchase from the Midwest, the East or the West Coast.

Wholesalers seem to be inventorying mors stock to

quickly fill your needs. People aren't loo patient with

backorders these days.

But at the same time, something has been lost by all these

changes. Distributor margins have heen squeezed, mak-
ing profitability harder. And the closeness of the lock-

smith .'distributor relationship has suffered. Perhaps you

now buy from five or six companies, using whoever has

the cheapest price that day. When is the last time that you

actually went to a supplier's pick -up counter and met him
face to face? Probably it has been awhile. Today, your

own time is so valuable that you probably k now the UPS
man better than your wholesaler. And that is

unfortunate.

In this industry, like many others, the dealer and the

wholesaler really do depend on one another so that both

can make a living. Progress always seems to carry prob-

lems along with the advantages. So next time you get

peeved with your distributor, remember that he really

does deserve to make a living too. Without him, more of

your cash would be on the shelf and less of it would be in

your pocket.

********* ******

I have been feeling guilty lately about running the photo-

graph of me that appears on this page. That picture was

taken in the Spring of 19B5, over four years ago. Since

then I have lost quite a hit of hair. Last winter, the beard

was shaved . And somehow 1 don't need a haircut quite a*

often as I used to. So one of these days 1 II surprise (or

scare) you and drop a new photo in there.

*

Editor Publisher Q
May 5
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Letters
Comments, Suggestions and Criticisms

The National Locksmith is interr-
ed in your view. We dp reserve ffre

right Jo edit for clarity and langths.

P/ease address your comments,
prarse, or criticism to: Editor, Ths
National Locksmith, 1533 Burgundy
Parkway, SfrMfllWIEWd IL 60 107. All

belters to Ihn 9dilur rrrtssi be snjnfid

Comment Aimed At
Lockpick 1 a\\\

This letter is in response to your invi-

tation for comments on your article

about the lockpick law; I offer the

following:

The National Locksmith Manipula-

tion (Visa or Mastercard) , T.DM
Enterprises Car Entry Took A Manual
(credit card and toll free number), The
National Locksmith Safe Opening
(credit cards).

How does The National Locksmith

and its advertisers insure that the tele-

phone Orders placed with them for the

above tools and manuals are for and by

bona fide locksmiths, and are not being

ordered by the bad guys?

C.T. Scidl

Alaska

Editor's Note: Let's understand one

thins right upfront. It is impossible to

control JOOHi- of anything, Even the

Department of Defense can
r

t keep teen-

agers from breaking their computer
codes?

Bui all responsible companies in the

security industry do take precautions

with their materials. f think these com-
panies do a pretty goodjob ofkeeping

these manuals out ofthe wrong hands-

'Ifcese days it > a lot easierfor a criminal

to buy a handgun than a locksmith

book or tool!

Contest Winner
Says 'Thanks'

I want to thank you for the fourth

prlte in the year end Tcchnitips com-
petition. The K D94 key machine is just

great. I will use it in my service van.

Over the past years. I have submitted

many ideas. You have published them
and I appreciate it. I give God the

glory

T appreciate your magazine and look

forward each month to receiving it.

I ,arry Thompson
Arkansas

HULA Prohibition Act

Effectiveness Questioned

You asked for comments, on the

"HULA Prohibition Act. "'(Mail order

locksmith tools Law.)

Yes, we do have a law. For a better

description, we have laws on every-

thing. They passed a law on stealing

autos—that stopped. They passed a

law, on women selling love— that

stopped. They passed a law on selling

drugs—thai stopped. Now, that we
have ali these laws we live in Utopia,

where ali is perfect. So now we are headed

towards a more perfect something.

Don't be picking on our dearly

beloved p ubiie servants, the police and

firemen, because they open a few cars.

They know how to open up a hole in

the wall, where once there was a door,

by knocking down Lhe door frame and

all, without bothering with the lock.

What I would like lhe Post office to

do, is deliver my mail to me and not to

my neighbors and to quit bringing me
everyone else^s mail.

Herman Teichman, Jr,

Ohio

'Lady Locksmith'

Relates To Article

It was a pleasure to read of another

female tradesperson in the Jock-

smithing field. Like Kathy Taylor, I

too am a female locksmith and was
delighted with the article by Jack
Roberts in the January J989 issue of

The National Locksmith. It is very

seldom that a woman Ln the industry is

written up.

Has there ever been a poll taken to

find out just how many female service

people there are? It would make for an

interesting article. Many, as the article

stated, arc in the industry doing the

in-shop work such as phone

Continued on page 98

A
|||pSTRATTEC

It's your reputation.

Click here

for more
information

Trust the original.

6 The NationaL Locksmith
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Enter the 1989 Technitips Contest
$$$ Thousands and thousands in cash and prizes! $$$

First Prize Second Prize Third Prize

HPC Bravo
The two speed motor cuts bras^ or steel, The
4-way vise jaws securely hold almost any

key, A micrometer style depth adjusLtnent

and precise shoulder gauging cue che most

accurate keys possible.

Fourth Prize

ESP 990 Manual
This ma-chine features double-sided revers-

ible jaws that eliminate the. need for

adaptors. The carriage is fixed to the sliding

carriage shaft resulting in reduced play and
less shaft wear.

Fifth Prize

Ilea KD94
Cuts the 1 1 J57" tubulai key. brass ar steel

accurately and quickly. Features include

large chuck to hold standard size key heads,

easily adjustable.

Sixth Prize

Belsaw 200 HPC 9160
Duplicate, cue by code, cui flat steel keys

Complete machine with motor, ihri-^ gut-

ters, guides, and instructions. Built- in

micrometrr

****•*•****,*,* Code Books From The National LockHmlih

ideal For large key duplication. Equipped

with fine double -sided jaws ensuring accu-

iace cutting with liide or no wasted blanks.

$150 Cash
Everyone can use a lew extra dollars 1

pnze will brighten your day...and fatten

W.dlu'T

This

your

Seventh Prize Eighth Prize

***************

Ninth Prize

General Code Book Set <ngcr> Padlock Code Book Sei wpcjh Foreign Car Code Book Set MFCS}

These three books contain 450,000 codes-

covering domestic lock and automobile

codes.

These three volumes- offer 462,000 codes

covering Dudley, American (Junkunc), Mas-
ter and Yale.

This two volume set holds 432,000 codes for

the complete variety of foreign cars. From

Alpha Romeo to Yugo,

Click on border to view new company or issue



Technitips
Helpful Hints from Fellow Locksmiths

Send /out Technitips to Robert Sieveking-

May's Best Tip

This Technitip is for opening the

Porsche 928 autos. Because of the

door design, this is one of the more
difficult auios to enter without a

key.

Because of wear in the central

locking system, these cars have a

tendency to lock themselves as the

door is dosed t Vacuum line prob-

lems can also cause these doors and

some other German made central

locking systems to "self Jock.**

Illustration one shows the work-

ing end of the special tool that will

Make an "Stool" tika thia

There should be
a slight bend
at the side.

v
LJFitmtmn 1

Wag-g*
Button
W#dge

Inside wepther strip.

Outside weather strip

Window

Illustration 2

open this auto. The tool is hem to

form an "L" with a 6Qmm (2%*) leg

and a 25mm (l*) return. Note that

the return portion of the tool must

be bent slightly as. shown to work.

Wedge the side glass above "and*
below the point of insertion of the

tool as shown in illustration two.

Use caution when wedging these

doors. If you separate the weather-

strip from the door, it is tixtfefftely

difficult to replace,

You can inspect the area with a

flex light to see the button linkage, if

you bend the flexlight like the too].

Vou wil] he able to see the button

between the cloth and inside rubber

strip. You can also see the hole in

the protection p]ate where you n<;ed

to press the tool up to the button.

It is easy to do with the too]. It

may he possible to modify the tool

to work better, but this tool works

well enough to make money the way
it is, so I am satisfied until the next

time [ am calted to open a Porsche,

Again, be careful not to separate

the weather strip, it is extremely dif-

ficult to put on again.

Goran Agicn

Sweden

***************

I his I eehnitip is for tiM sport style

autos with the floor shifter, if you find

yourself faced with the problem of not

being able to turn the key far enough to

the off position to remove the key, the

problem may not necessarily he in the

ignition lock. The problem could easily

be in the shift linkage.

How To Enter

AH you need to do to enter is submit a tip, covering

any aspect of locksmithing to The National Lock-

smith. Certainly, you have a favorite way of doing

things that you'd like to share with other locksmiths.

Why not writs it down and submit it to: Robert Sie-

veking r Technitips' Editor, The Nationa! Locksmith,

1533 Burgundy Parkway, Streamwood, IL 60107.
Tips submitted to other industry publications will

not be eligiblef So get busy and send in your tips

today I Vou may win cash, merchandise or even one
of m a ny key mach i n es or code book sets \ At the e nd of

the year, we choose the winners of the listed prizes.

Last year dozens of people walked off with money
and prizes. Wouldn't you like to ob one of the prize

winners for 1989? Enter today I It's a lot easier than

you thmkl

Every Tip Wins 'Locksmith Bucks!'
Yes r every tip published wins a prize. But remem-

ber, you must submit your tip to The National Look-

smith exclusively- Each and every tip published in

Technitips wins you $25,00 in Locksmith Bucksl Use
this spendable cash toward the purchase of any
books or merchandise from The National Locksmith.

Vou also receive a Bonded Locksmith bumper sticker,

decal and patch. Plus you are now eligible for the

really big prizes I

Best Tip of the month prizes!

If your tip is chosen as the best tip of the month, you
will win $50 00 in cash as well as $35.00 in Lock-

smith Sucksl Plus you will receive a quartz Locksmith
watch, a Bonded Locksmith bumper sticker, decal r

patch and a Locksmith Cap Plus
r you may win one of

the great prizes pictured above.

May 9
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As the shifter is moved from the park

position to the drive position, you will

notice that the Lower column housing

turns. If you can^t gel the key to turn to

the off: locked position, grasp the lower

portion of the column and give it a little

help in the locking direction. Votill

probably be able to turn the key to the

off position.

The linkage under the floor pan can

become damaged or bent, preventing

the lower column shell from turning far

enough to allow the key to be turned to

the off/Jocked position and removed.

If you find this to be- the problem, refer

the customer to a mechanic and don't

waste your time removing or replacing

the ignition.

David MeCandlcss

Arkansas
t * * * * * r * * x * * * -j.

This is a simple tip that [ came up
with to satisfy a cusiomer that was hav-

ing problems with keys from another

building operating his common entry

doors, the customer was using Weiser

locks tn the common entry locks.

Another apartment complex in the

area was using Falcon locks wkh a six

pin key, The Falcon keys in some cases.

would Operate the entry locks,

Changing the combination on the

common entry locks would be the cor-

rect way to solve the problem, but this

would require that a large number of

keys be cut and issued to the tenants at

the Landlord's expense.

Knowing that the lock plugs were

drilled for sift pins, and the shells were

only drilled for five, 1 came up with a

solution that solved the problem of the

six pin keys operating the locks with-

out changing or issuing new keys to the

whole complex.

The solution was to place a long pin

in the last pin chamber of the lock plug

and replace the plug in the lock as

shown in illustration three. The long

pin in the sixth pin chamber will pre-

By pracing a long pin in the Sth bole of

tho plug, a 6 pin key will not fully anter
tha cylinder

Illustration 3

vent the six pin key from fully entering

or operating the lock. This solved the

cross keying problem at very little cost.

R.E, Schachtschneider

Wisconsin
****-***********

This tip is for those locksmiths that

have 1 he National Locksmith Guide to

Safe Opening. Volume Ow. On page

9 B is shown the Hall inner money chest

HALLS INNER MONEY CHEST
RELOCKERDETAfL

Z

.MOUNTING SCREW
RELOCKING BAR

LO£kir4GB4Fl
1 MUUNflHG tUT

Illustration 4

ilVC

SRi and Tech Train Productions are
the automotive special ists - your best

source for automotive tool s,

manual s, and videos.

Click here for more information

10 The National Locksmith
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door and bolt works. In the specifica-

tions, the door sbould have no
relocker. This is not always (be ease.

The door and lock oil page 98 may
indeed have a relocker.

Illustration four shows the lock and
relocker arrangemen t. The relocker is a

"U" shaped piece, and is mounted
between the door and the rear of the

lock case. If [he lock comes loose, or

the lock case is driven away from the

door in a forced entry attack, the fork

will or freed, and allow the relocker to

drop down, rcloeking the door bolls.

The relocker is gravity operated , If

the safe is turned upside down, the

relocker will slide up to re Lock into the

upper bolt as shown in the diagram. To
neutralise this relocker, drill at I - 1 16"

up from dial center, and scratch the

relocker Up about a quarter of an inch

to release the bolts. If you go too far,

you will re Lock into the upper bolt just

as if you had turned the safe upside

down,

K. Lazich

Wisconsin

Editor i Mote: Yes, Hal! *$ did on occa-

sion use an externa} relocking
device, not only in their jeweler's

iBMWf
T^V "

c

€
ju| Af-." *

iiMMHHHNMHHHi
^^MP:-'

• -^Vjii-i

S. The sliding piece that locks the dead-
bolt. shown with arrow,

chests, but also in their free-standing

Ranker's safes. Though the triggering

mechanism came in many shapes and
styles, one of which is the

T, U" in Mr.

Lazich's illustration,, the sliding piece

thai actually deadlocks the boltwork is

consistently shaped and thus is easily

spatted at a glance. This is shown by
the arrow in photograph five. My
thanks 10 Mr. Lazichfor bringing up a

good point.

***************

Here's a Tech ni tip that you can use

every day. It is well worth practicing to

become proficient, Mortise cylinders

without key? are easier to unlock for

rekeying, without a shim or pick if you
learn this procedure. Simply remove
the tail-piece and retainer from the

cylinder. Instead of reaching for the

shim and key blank, do as follows:

1. Grasp the cylinder lightly

between the thumb and fore finger.

Plac* your thumb half on the hack of

the plug and half on the back of the

cylinder. Place your index; finger in the

same manner, half on the face of the

plug and halfon the face of the cylinder

body. Hold the cylinder with the top

cap or spring reiainer side down; that

is, with the springs toward the bench
and the bottom pins pointing up.

2. With Light inward pressure with

your thumb (pushing the rear of the

plug toward the front of the lock

cylinder) rap the cylinder smartly on
the bench. The point, is to jar the pins

up t against the spring tension, and
hang the top pins at the shear line using

axial pressure (fore and aft} instead of

turning tension* as you would during

picking. This method is quite effective,

but like picking, the tension is the trick.

It takes a little practice to become prof-

icient, but the reward is time saved in

picking. This method works best on
rim and mortise cylinders.

b&SCHWABCORR
Rre protection for yourvitaf records.

Free freight!!

No middle man!!

Click here for more information

12 The National Locksmith
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Mount a piece of wood to your

bench, to strike the cylinders on, to

save damage to your bench top. This

Technitip is more or less the reverse of

holding the cylinder in your hand and

striking it with a short piece of a

hammer handle or a hardwood club.

Charles Riedel

California

This Technitip is for opening the

Chevy Ast rovarii. If you are having a

real problem opening these vans, this

method may work for you.

Use a wood wedge, and carefully

work it in under the catch on the left

side of the large window on the sliding

panel door. Then slide a stiff car open-

ing tool in from the side of the window
t o fl ip and re lease t he catc h lever on t he

glass. Repeat this process on the right

side of the glass and reach in and

unlock the door.

Steve Huff

Texas

Make Sargent &
Greenl eaf '

s

Comptronic I ocks
your choice

for el ectronic
saf el ocking
sol utions.

Click here for more information

Editor i No te: Though this van may be
more difficult to open than some r there

is &n easier method which uses a tool

specifically designedfor this vehicle, if]

because ofa malfunction in the locking

system, the tool will not work, wedging
the glass would he an alternative,

Wedging windows of this type is risky

business, and best left to non-hcksmiih
type openings,

***************

My Tcchnitip explains how to open
and impression an omni-card cable

lock. There are two very easy methods

of opening this type of lock: I) Rap
the back side of the lock case directly

behind where the shackle is inserted
s

with a rubber mallet. 2) Cut one side of

a playing card, just enough to fit into

the slot of the lock, and insert it all the

way into the lock. At this point, draw a

line across the card where it protrudes

from the case and remove the card

from the lock.

Push the release button with consist-

ent fairly hard pressure, while inserting

the playing card into the lock, until the

card reaches the line drawn in the first

step r The lock will usually open at this

poim,

Remove the card and examine the

impression marks. Yon may see four

fairly distinct elongated impression

marks, but you must select only the

three deepest ones. With a common
paper punch, punch out the card where

the impression marks end, but not

beyond them. (Seephotograph 6,) You

6. Playing tarda with hol*a punched at

und of impras&in-n mprkg.

00w have a card that can be traced on a

piece of plastic and punched out for the

customer. The card can also he traced

on paper and filed in the customers

record for future use.

The original card key has many more

punched out section, but this is only a

confusing deterrent for the layman. It

only looks like a complicated compu-
terized gadget.

J agon Nogaj

California

4************4*

14 The National Locksmith
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This Techni tip is for a bench aid that

will he of great use to most locksmith*

(o keep those pins and springs from

rolling off the bench and becoming

lost, if you pin locks in a truck or

mobile shop, you will know how handy

this tool can be,

The diagram of the "Bench Aid*

shown in illustration seven has stood

the test of time. Next to my pinning

tweezers, thii is probably the most used

tool on my bench. U is inexpensive to

make, and takes up very litik spaee on

the bench.

KitiGift&iLiLS issinigiki &m

e
6

<Sfe>©<9-©-
' S W
L4*GEhClE^0ViLl

Illustration 7

It can be made of almost any type of

wood t but a hardwood will work and

last the best. The spring and pin holes

were drilled with a standard twist drill,

and the large hole was drilled with a hit

of my own design, The hole bottoms

are rounded and not flat, This makes
picking the pins out of the holes much
easier. The spring and pin holes are ¥*"

in diameter and 5; 16" deep. The pat-

tern of the holes is 5*6, This pattern

will allow most masterkeyed cylinders

to be disassembled, in order, with a

hole for every pin.

R.L. Nuckolls

Kansas

This Techni tip concerns modifying

the Corbin clover cams to operate the

Lori 4500 deadbolts.

I recently installed a number of Lori

4500 series deadbolts that were sup-

plied with Corbin restricted keyway
cylinders. The cylinders had the (wide)

cl overleaf cam (l59FI5-Corbin, 3 1

A

Russwin), I had no Adams Rite cams

and the .55 Corbin plug wont accept

the Lori cam. Cutting down the back of

the plug won't help either
p
because the

screw spacing is different.

Lori is producing a new cam (#4200-

00-20.17) which reduces the amount of

cylinder rotation required to throw the

bolt. (See illustration 8.) Taking a les-

son from the manufacturer, J measured

the dimensions and throw or rotation

required to throw the bolt and decided

that the cloveream was large enough to

/""N
S @0©r

Cyi ndnrs pscMpi] >/* Ih g\ |_O j
i

;hi* bpfrf tit C*\fli Tie neYVP c»m
"t'UM'LT lus-s- rClal on fhpn |,n*

AdiTS h 1e -nrn making Ihti

Illustration U

be reshaped to operate the deadbo It.

By removing the darkened portion of

Continuad on page 99

NAT IONAL
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

National Auto Lock Service, inc.

offers a wide range of equipment

and services for the Automotive

Locksmith. From tools and hard to

find key blanks to transponder

programming, we can take the

mystery out of car service. We

accept credit card orders, and

can ship COD. Contact us for the

latest in automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com

May 15
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Newsmakers
New Products and Industry News

Sieveking Products
1

Squeeze Play™

Sieveking Products Company of

Rocktord, Illinois announces the new

Squeeze Play™ hollow metal door

mortiscr. The mortising tool forms the

indentation or mortise necessary to

install knob locks and dcadbolts in hol-

low steel doors,

The Squeeze Play tool cuts installa-

tion time by two-thirds and provides a

factory' quality mortise. There is no

cutting of the door edge> no loss of

structural integrity and no need for

door bridges or extra parts, The tool

works with both T * 2W standard

square face and the heavy duty I
[A n *

IVa" latch and dcadbolts. The tool is

designed to easily mortise all edge seam

steel doors up to 12 GA sheet steel.

Jet's Custom
Hotel/Motel Blanks

A problem in duplicating Hotel/

Motel large bow key Ma Elks is the tol-

erance between the key retaining vises

and the guides. Duplicating large keys

on many machines cannot be done

because the bows of the keys strike the

key guide ivot allowing the blades ne?Lr

the cutting wheel.

Jet Hardware made I heir blanks

applicable to most all key machines

currently in use. Uniquely designed, a

bow which is l
1/^ square with Vi*

radius corners was selected. This

O
ir

HOTELINE

dimension then allowed the hlank to fit

in between the vise that held the key to

be duplicated and the vise which held

the blank. To overcome interference of

the key guide being struck first, the

blade of the key was made offset from
the center of the key.

Sentry Hotel Room
Safe Brochure

A full color o-p age brochure describ-

ing its new line of hotel; motel room
safes is now available from Sentry

Group.

A unique feature of the U.L. rated

safes is their use of a pick proof mag-

netic lock operated by a plastic key

card, a system which assures maximum
security and minimum maintenance

problems. Lock codes can be changed

and new key cards made in seconds.

and there are no comb i nations or com-
puter codes for guests to remember.

^rvrkV^uiLiKh.

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Click here for more information

The market leader

in locking systems

for security, safety,

and control.
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Yale Introduces

Cafdcode™ System

Yale Security Inc. has introduced the

Y a let runic* Ca.rdeodc-
1'* electronic

locking system tor commercial and

industrial facilities, providing an eco-

nomical means of building security.

This new office security system

offers Ihiz flexibility to program locks

for normal and hig.h security opera-

tion, with each lock having the capabil-

ity of recognizing up to 150 magneti-

cally encoded cards. Cardcodc
provides each system with a program-

ming cjirri, i\ master voiding ami ;in..l

^TH

•^pB
«fl ' ^^^ririB

JHbL•
B -y ,N

i I

f

wkmmmmt

an inventory control system for

employee and executive card pairs.

To operate the Cardeode system, the

user inserts the programming card into

each lock. Then one of the pair of

employee or executive cards is inserted

and removed, This action makes the

lock "recognize™ the card as valid.

Circla. 281 on Rapid Reply

IDC's Storefront

Hardware Line

International Door Closers Jnc, now
oilers a complete line of Storefront

Doo r Hard ware fo r alumi num and glass

doors. A Full range of locks, cylinders,

flush bolts, header and threshold

bolts, offset pivot sets, and more arc

available for immediate shipment.

International Security

Products (ISP) Launched

International Security Products is

introducing its new service to the

locksmith industry. IS P has been deve-

loped to provide a high level of service

excellence for smaller, growing
locksmiths.

Its toll-free number dials directly

through to an order desk that is geared

to ship most orders the same day. All

major manufacturers are represented

in their huge inventory of over 17
n
0(M)

part numhers. Their policy of no min-

imum, and COO or Mastercard;' Visa
1

only L makes it easy to buy just what you

need.

Mayflower Issues

A New Catalog

Mayflower Sales has just issued a

new catalog detailing their extensive

line of sectional key blanks, for C orb in
?

Russwin,. Embart and CCL. Pro Hies

are shown to facilitate recognition.

or
ANUFACTURING, INC

Installation Tools

The Professionals Choice

Click here for more information
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ALOA Plans Fourth

Annual Golf Tournament

The Associated Locksmiths of Amer-

ica, Inc., has announced plans for the

fount annual ALOA Open Golf Clas-

sic, to be held Wednesday, July 5J 989,

at the Bobby Jones Golf Course,

Atlanta, Georgia. It is being sponsored

again this year by Yale Security, Fnc.

The tournament is open to all

golfers, locksmiths, manufacturers and

distributors. The entrance Ice is SI 50

per person. This includes transporta-

tion (o and from the golf course, orien-

tation and break last, golf shirt and hat,

18 holes of golf with carl, gifts, prizes,

refreshments, and an evening banquet.

Additional tickets for the banquet

may also be purchased. According to

John Patterson and Reg Mox ley, Co-

Chairman for the event, "golfers play-

ing in this tournament are not only

helping a very worthy cause but will

have a fun-til led day and will really get

their money's worth.**

Proceeds from the tournament goto

the ALOA Scholarship Kund
?
which

provides financial assistance for indi-

vidual to further their education in the

locksmith profession. Last year alone,

over $2200 was donated to the scholar-

ship fund. Thanks to Yale's sponsor-

ship, more of the money collected tail

go into the fund.

The ALOA Scholarship Fund was

pioneered by Stan Haney in 1979. It

provides the opportunity for persons to

take part in the educational classes at

the ALOA conventions.

Questions about the tournament

may be directed to Elite Wooderson at

the ALOA office, 3003 Live Oak Street,

Dallas, TX 75204; (214)827-1701.

Fnlger Adam's
Correctional-Security Lock

Folger Adam Company has unveiled

improvements in its electro-

mechanical Series 900 locks. For opti-

mum strength, a one-piece, invest-

ment-cast backplate replaces a

previous two-piece unit. This provides

additional strength and eliminates

parts. For ease of maintenance, the

new backplate features lubrication

holes.

*

1*
*"

In addition to bolstering durability,

the company now offers a power mod-

ulator as standard equipment on mod-

els with the continuous-duty solenoid.

Optional on intermiltent^duty dead-

Latch models, the power modulator

reduces operating temperature of the

solenoid, increasing its life, and lowers

power consumption, it allows either 24

Volts AC or DC to control the lock,

without using an additional rectifier,

this feature also prevents the solenoid

from overheating if the lock bolt is pre-

vented from retracting or extending.

Circle £85 on Rapid Reply

Star Kej & Lock

Adds New Blank

Star Key announces the addition of

#H9HPL to its extensive line of key

blanks.

Star #HPL89 fits the 1989 Chrysler

double-sided ignition locks (llco

#P 1 789 , N /C #Y 1 54) Lhe new blank i s

made in solid brass, It is available for

immediate delivery from your Star

jobber,

18 The National Lock smith
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Master Lock Offers

Locksmith Repinning Kit

Developed as a profcss-i onal aid for

locksmiths, the Rekeyable Padlock
Repinning Kit No. 290 from Master

Lock provides everything needed to

repin Master rekeyable cylinders (pad-

lock series 21. 24
h 25 T 27, 28, 10 U 220

and 230). Service instructions arid data

for reordering parts are built into the

case. The components are housed in a

hinged, 8 * 11% * 2-inch polyethylene

cas&j filled with snap latches.. A conve-

nient foam work mat prevents parts

HPC has it all:

Key Machines, Software,

Books, Car Openers,

Pick Sets, Tools, Door
Guards, and Key Cabinets

Click here for more information

from spilling into adjacent compart-
ments if the case is dropped or jostled
while the lid is closed. Beveled com-
partment walls arc designed to make it

easy to grasp pins and parts with

fingertips.

Willow Bend's

New Illuminator

Willow Bend has recently introduced

a product which provides convenient

illumination during difficult wiring

and installation operations.

The IC-3 fiber optic inspection adap-

tor utilizes a flexible, 2mm (.0791

monofilament optical-grade II her to

illuminate hard-to-access areas. The
a nodi zed aluminum adaptor comes
complete with the fiber, which is avail-

able in a variety of stock and custom
lengths. Tbc fiber tansmits light with

9i)% efficiency at ten meters.

Mini-Wall Cabinet

From Lund Equipment
Key control is now available in a

compact new mini-wall cabinet for 10

or 20 key&, from Lund Equipment Co..,

Inc.

The surface-mounted cabinet is

made of all-welded steel construction,

with 10 hooks on the backwall Ten
hooks can also be furnished on the

inside of the door, as an optional fea-

ture. The finish is office gray baked -on
enamel. The cabinet measures IT * wide

* 10" high K
l'/a

fr

deep, and weighs three

pounds,
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ALS Credit Card Keys

'The keys are hinged in a patented way, allowing for repeated use with excellent durability. It

cuts easily on a standard key machine,"

Credit Card Keys Company, of

Tempe^ AZ has been working

closely with American Locksmith Ser-

vice of Anaheim, CA to develop anew
marketing program specifically de-

signed for the locksmith industry. The
program touches on a wide variety of

areas, and all elements are based on Lhe

high quality of the product itself.

Credit Card Keys arc manufactured

from DuPont Dclrin 11, a space-age

sell -lubricating polymer resin. This

DuPont Delrin II is a very strong, yet

flexible material, and is jus e one of the

many advantages, of Credit Card Keys.

The keys arc hinged in a patented

way, allowing for repeated use with

excellent durability. T>elrin II retains

its unique blend of strength and flexi-

bility over a wide range oftemperature

helping to prevent product failures in

extreme weather. Lt also cuts easily on a

standard key machine and wheel, and

maintains close cutting tolerances.

One of the most important fetaures

of the house and import auto styles is

the metal reinforcing shank impreg-

nated in the key, while the domestic

auto styles have a thickened Dclrin II

shank to greatly increase their maxi-

mum torque handling capacity.

American Locksmith Service, as the

industry's exclusive merchandiser of

Credit Card Keys, has developed a new
and profitable way of marketing these

keys to the locksmith industry. Credit

Card Keys product line currently con-

sists of nine domestic auto styles, 17

imported auto styles and nine newly

developed household key styles

including SC
I , WR3, WK I , KW I, Y J

p

L>E6, AR I and more,

American Locksmith Service has

taken these styles and built a new
poiut-of-purchase display . This display

consists of a total of 174 assorted keys*

a small carousel rack and a variety of

promotional materials such as window
posters, Lapel buttons and free key

coupons.

American Locksmith Service has

also developed a smaller assortment,

which features a countertop visual

sales aid alon^ with w reduced quantity

of keys. Credit Card Keys are also

available individually for display

replenishment or individual sale.

These assortments, as well as the

individual keys, are being introduced

by American Locksmith Service at an

attractive price,

The new program, which features

the new price structure, the new P.O. P.

displays, the new expanded household

key line and the original high quality of

Credit Card Keys gives the locksmith

many new ways to capture additional

profit through both impulse and add-

on s-ales.

For more information contact:

American Locksmith Service. 57 5.1 -G

East Santa Ana Canyon Rd„ Suite

23 l t Anaheim, Hills. CA 92807,

[ffSB The Innovation You
Expect, with the

|
Flexibility You Need!

| ^ Click here for more information ^jj
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The VoiceKey By Ecco

"VoiceKey requires minimal training for installation, can easily be programmed, and perhaps
most important, offers strong profit potential."

by Michael A. Batklar

Like most successful businesspcoplc,,

locksmiths often keep an eye open

for new products and new markets But

when they be^in to look at their

options within the access control busi-

ness, many turn away. Even with the

lure of rapidly growing markets for

access controls—experts say it will

reach $750 million by 1995 many
locksmiths have remained on the

periphery, leaving the job of selling and
installing access control systems to

larger, more experienced installers.

Up until recently, slocking and sell-

ing access control products meant

major investment* for installation

training. It meant dealing with compu-
ter technology, and maintaining high

inventories of cards for card readers,

For locksmiths, it often meant too

much effort for too little return.

New Technology/ New Opportu-
nities, However* circumstances are

changing. Recently, Ecco Industries of
Da livers, MA, has added locksmiths to

its growing List of dealers and distribu-

tors for its voice-based access control

system.

According to one successful lock-

smith on thai list, the system, called

VoiceKey™, requires minimal training

for installation, can be easily pro-

grammed and, perhaps most impor-

tant, offers strong profit potential.

The system is comprised of two
major components, a controller and
reader. No host computer is required.

Additionally, because the system uses

only Personal Identification Numbers
(PtNs) and a usert voice, the need to

manage, distribute and stock cards is

eliminated.

The product is based on a proprie-

tary technology developed by Ecco
using Linear Predictive Coding (T. PC).

I PC examines the anatomical differ-

ences in speech and creates a geometric

map of vocal patterns. By focusing on
the characteristics that produce speech

We have it all

Quality, Value,

& Service,

Click here for more information
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Ecco Industries, Inc. of Dartwfln, MA. r a supplier of voice-ppttern identity -verification

technology to the security industry, offers its VoicaKey™ dnalArs and distributors the

Voirt*K«v Power Package- The package provides a voice raadar and controlltar, integrated

with a powar supply , transformer, battery wire harness and an enclosure for mounting.

rather than on the sound or pronuncia-

tion of the speech, accuracy is assured.

Individual's speech patterns are

stored as templates in the system.

When users seek access, they simply

enter their PIN on the VoiceKey key-

pad to pull-up their stored template,

and then repeat a word of three sylla-

bles or more into the VoiceKey micro-

phone. The sample is compared to the

stored templates, and based on this

comparison, entry is granted or denied.

When samples match, the stored tem-

plates are automatically refined, which
ensures VoiceKey 's accuracy.

Once one learns how to program the

system, which lakes less than an hour,

new users can be enrolled in the system

in about 15 seconds. Subsequent iden-

tity verification takes about one
second.

Indus-try Concerns, In its recent deal-

ings with locksmiths, Ecco has round

that initial reservations on the part of

locksmiths regarding marketability

and install ability are quickly resolved.

The same people who call on lock-

smiths for their mechanical door
hardware and who have heen calling on
other dealers for card-hased systems

>

make up the market for Voice Key. lor

the locksmith industry
r
providing these

users with electronic door hardware in

addition to mechanical hardware is the

obvious next step.

Concerns regarding installation art

also easily answered. Locksmiths cur-

rently marketing and installing the

VoiceKey system say that if you can

install an electric strike, you can install

ASP
y

ASP Covers the world ofAuto Locks

Click here for more information
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VoiceKey. Basically the installation

process involves simple mounting of

ihe units and the connection of a lew

wires.

Installation. The voice reader is

placed on the outside wall next to ihe

door that you wish to control, while the

controller is placed on the ^safe^side of

the controlled door. The reader, which

includes a keypad, microphone and

light-emitting diode (LED) display, is

4^* wide, 9* long and 1ft* deep.

The component is wired to the con-

troller, along with the power supply,

lies HIGH SECURITY LOOKo
aSP TlK

LodmiiMi I

door strike, and any options, such as a

door ajar contact, egress switch or a

printer (which describes activity at the

door).

The controller, which is 414" wide,

9.2" long and .8 7* deep, has 24 terminal

screws along its left side T used to make
the connections to ail other parts of the

system, Each terminal is clearly

identified.

After mounting the controller with

four screws, a cable, normally Belden

#8723, is connected to the appropriate

communication, power and ground

The world's largest

producer of

automotive locks

and keys.

Click here for more information

terminals, This cable connects to the

reader through a 1!4* hole in the wall,

drilled by the installer. On the outside

wall, a reader mounting plate is placed

over the wait opening, and the opposite

end of the cable is attached to the

reader^ connector and plugged into

Ihe back of the reader. The reader \s

then mounted and secured on the

mounting plate,

The nc?tt step involves wiring the

power supply ( 1 2 or 24 volt DC) to the

controller. The power outputs are at-

tached to the appropriate main power
terminals (positive and negative), while

the ground wire joins the reader's

ground wire on the chassis terminal,

After powering up the unit to ensure

proper connections, the electric door
lock (12 or 24 volt DC) ii connected.

Depending on the type of electric

lock—solenoid operated holt,' nor-

mally open switch or electro magnetic

door lock." normally closed switch

—

connections are made to the appro-

priate lock and power terminals on the

controller. The controller also allows

for door lock connection to external

power sources.

For users requiring control on mul-

tiple doors, up to eight controllers can

be networked through a daisy chain

format. Ihe controllers are connected

using cable such as Belden #9841
between three terminals on the control-

Lcrichassis, network A a [id network B.

To make the installation process

even simpler, Ecco recently introduced

its VoiceKcy Power Package. The
package integrates a power supply,

transformer, hattery wire harness and

a n enclosure fo r mounti ng. Previo usly

,

dealers and distributors were obliged

to supply components beyond the con-

troller and reader. While they can still

purchase a controller,1 reader package

alone, the new Power Package reduces

inventory needs further and standard-

ize^ Installation.

From the time when a locksmith, or

any dealer and distributor, makes the

agreement with Ecco to market Voice-

Key, the company works closely with

the business to deliver the support

required. Initially, Ecco works with the

distributor to ensure that installation

and programming procedures arc under-

stood. And ihroughout the relation-

ship, Ecco works to assist its distribu-

tors in recognizing and capitalizing on
marketing opportunities.

For more information contact:

Ecco Industries, Inc., 130 Centre

Street, Dan vers, MA 01923, (508)

777-7750.
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Profitable Ideas

«a Following area number of interesting ideas you might want to

consider for vour business. You should always remain open to

new ideas and products that might help you profit more. Under
each product item there is a Rapid Reply number On items

that interest you, circle the number on the Rapid Reply Card.

You will then receive literature on those items which you have
requested,

TlK
National

Lodumith I

Aable Locksmith's

New Spacers
Frank Markisello of

Aable Locksmiths has
now d eve I oped sp ac e rs fo r

the Inter-Lockit universal

cylinder protector. This
spacer will now enable
you to use the plate even
when the cylinder is. pro-

truding out too far from
the door. This happens
when some 6 and 7 pin

cylinders are used for

security ana" master "key-

ing systems.

The installation is fast

and simple. You only need
one 5/16" hole through
the door, regardless ol the
lock mortise cases.

+.

tt/alilfl~
,..

Adams Rite

3077 Lever

The Adams Rite 3077
entry lever trim is avail-

able m a full range of

finishes. The lever height

from the door is 3V. The
length of the lever from
the pivot is 5W. Clear-

ance from flush door
surface is %".

This aesthetically
designed lever is UL listed

and available for use with
Adams Rite's new 3000
Series fire-rated exit

devices.

d
--

Abus Introduces

Lockset/Deadbolt
Abus Lock Co., recently

introduced a new
residential /commercial
Lo ct set/ Dead bolt Series
for the construction and
replacement market.
Available in the: Sf:hla<je

keyway, this entire line is

of durable solid brass and
steel construction,
Popular tulip and
contemporary ball -shaped
knobs are offered in brass,

antfque brass and stain-

less steel finishes.

<w*

4© J$

American Shield

Cross Bar Device
American Shield Cor-

poration offers a line of

heavy duty, narrow stile

Cross bar devices for

wood, hollow metal, and
narrow stile aluminum
doors.

U.L. approved for acci-

dent hazard applications,

the JPM 8000 series rim

devices are stocked «n

aluminum and duranodic
epoxy finishes, and are
also available in stainless

steel and custom colors.

All devices are furnrshed
with an oval cross bar
made of stainless steel.

The tube's unique design
prevents the problems of

rotation and noise which
are common with cross-

bar devices,
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Cansec Systems'
Smart Lock™ III

Cansec Systems Ltd. is

pleased to announce the

i rit rod u ct i on of th e

SmartLock™ M stand-
alone programmable card

reader,

It is fully self -contained

and does nor require a

separate control unit. The
reader supports 999 high

coercivity mag- stripe

access cards, individual

cards or blocks of cards

can be easily voided/vali-

dated through the use of

prog ram min-g cards. All

card data is stored in non-
volatile memory to prevent

it's loss in the event of a

power failure.

STRATTEC

Certec's New
Cleaning Lubricant

Carter, a Division of

Certified Products, has
introduced a unique mbri-

cant r Super Slick Slick

Stuff, II lubricates,, pene-

trates, cleans and protects

in a wide range of applica-

tions.

Super Slick is excellent

lor yse on lucks. Many lub-

ricants contain paraffin oil

with wax which builds up
quickly, producing a

gummy dirt and moisture

attracting surface. Super
Sljek contams no paraffin

oil and is an ideal lubricant

for all locks,

Code-Alarm's
Security System
Code-Alarm, Inc, has

unveiled ths Auxiliary

Power Supply, fAPS-1).

"As the first uninterruped

battery back-up of its kind

for vehicle security
systems, APS-1 takes over

when the vehicle battery

is not functioning
correctly, for any reason,"

stated Marshall Mueller,

Vice President of Code-
Alarm.

The APS 1 is contin

uously operational. If an

attempt is made to dis-

connect a vehicle battery,

the alarm will sound for

one minute and then re-

arm itself with the APS 1.

This smal I un it is easy to

install and can be fitted

und^r the dashboard.

CSI Introduces

The VDP 1000
Components Special-

ties, Inc. of Lindenhurst,

New York announces the

first offering in itsnewline

of security products, the

VDP-1000 video door
phone intercom system.

The VDP-1000 is an
easy- to- install system, for

any security instaNation.

The unit includes an out-

door camera unit enclosed
in a steel box for surface

mount and a flush mount
plate for in -the- wall
installation. The outdoor

camera unit also features

automatic lights that go on
with the camera when the

buzzer is pressed, or when
the monitor switch on the

indoor unit is activated.

SRi and Tech Train

Productions are the

automotive specialists -

your best source for

automotive tools, manuals,

and videos.

Click here for more information

4sCHWAB CORR

It's not safe

unless it's

Schwab Safe.

i Click here for more information
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DBD Adds Jig

To Line

DBD Enterprises
adds another jig to its line

of tools for the safeman.
The model two is a srnal ler

version of the model one
jig except that it is notcap-
ableof handling rectangu-

lar saf e doors. It is strictly

designed to hold small
round safe doors while a
technician performs work
on the door.

The model two has a
fixed table and holds th*>

safe door in only one posi-

tion without tilting.

Door Lock Co.'s

Locking Device
The Door Lock Co., Inc.

offers the ' Secur-A-Door
Lock/" Most exterior metal
passage doors need addi-

tional locking hardware.
To meet this need, 2*4's
with brackets or a metal
taar are currently used.
With the Secur-A-Door
Look, a unit is perma-
nently affixed to the door

eliminating the need to

remove and replace the

cross bar every time the
door is opened (unlocked)

and closed (relocked). The
unit also adds additional

strength to doors.

The Secur-A-Door-Lock
comes in two models
allowing the dealer one
stop safe/ installation.

w .._,.-. ...

DSI's Digital

Door Lock
The newest addition to

the Digital Door Look Line

from Door Systems Inc. is

the Double Combination
Digital, suitable for fronch

doors, glass- paned entry

doors, security gates and
fences, banks or for any
double combination appli-

cation, it's available in 10
finishes, as well as any
split finish combination.
for all types of doors
1-3/1fl"to 2-3/1 6" thick.

DynaLock Corp.'s

Magnetic Lock
DynaLock Corporation

has introduced the 3000
Series electromagnetic
locks with an advanced
one piece design that
allows for conversion from
left to right ha nd units and
to top jamb mounting
while operating on 1 2 or

24 volts.

This translates into a

more universal Jock
always matching the door

swing and positioning the

powerful coil assembly at

the vertical lock jamb, and
when used in tandem
secure a pair of doors,
whether they swing in or

out.

KTE Markets
Entry/Alert

A low cost battery-
operated security device
called Entry/Alert which
converts an ordinary door

knob into a highly sensi-

tive burglar alarm has
been developed and is

being marketed by KTE
Corn pariy.

This palm-sized door-

knob security alarm
requires no wiring or
installation. It simply
bangs on the inside of a

door. When turned on, it

sets up a "detection field"

in and around the rnelal

doorknob.

S§ I
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ESL 2000 Series

Control Panels

ESL's 2000 Series of

modular fire alarm control

panels accommodate
1-25 ?ones of protection.

The 2000 Series panels
provide the system design
flexibility required for fire

alarm applications in

small and medium-sized
installations-

Available in five cabinet

sizes, the 2000 Series"

plug- in modular construc-

tion facilitates low-cost
installation and quick field

servicing. Interior snap
tracks permit easy install

ation of terminal boards
and plug-in modules,

4-M's Economical
Vehicle Security

A new line of vehicle

anti-theft devices has
been announced by 4-M
Industries, Inc.

Beamed at the "low
end" of (he market, price-

wise; tho pat e n ted dev ices

are easy to install com-
pletely passive and fafl

safe. They place no drain

on the vehicle's battery.

The units work on the
principle of disabling the
ignition systom of the ve-

hicle. A prospective bur-

glar cannot start the pro-

tected oar by any method
of jumping or hotwiring

—

or even with the owner's
k ey An opt i on a I a ccess o ry

is a warning siren which
also serves as a panic
alarm.

Gardall Safe's

New Depository

Gardall Safe Corpora-
tion has introduced a new
line of back loading depos-
itory safes. The new mod-
e I s are ma n ufa ct u r ed wit h

a "B" rating and can be
purchased with etther a

single or double door,
using key or combination
locks.

The depository is

located on the outside wall

and the safe doors are
located in the manager's
office. This application
allows store managers
additional security when
counting deposits

s
making

change or cashing out.

H7
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Hand Tool Ind.

Tool Kits

Hand Tool Industries-

introduces their new stock

li ne of soft side zipper type

tool kits.

The new line of soft

sicfed tool kits are de-

signed specif icallv for

those service engineers
and technicians who are

servicing telephone
systems and equipment,

copiers and other
business machines,
computers and other data

processing equipment,
and comparable types of

electro-mechanical
devices and equipment.

Iseo Lockss
New Security Bar

W ow from I f a I i a n

designers comes The Per-

fectaBar, a powerful dou-

ble deadbolt in a choice of

four decorator colors:

White, Gold, Silver and
Bronze. Also available in

24kt gold plated at an exta

cost.

Engineered for the
utmost in security, requir-

ing 2,500 pounds of pres-

sure to by-pass, The Fer-

fectaBar is made of high

quality materials; chrome
plntc steel and brass parts

and bronze springs to

resist corrosion and pro-

vide dependable, smooth
operation,

STRATTEC

Kano Laboratories

Offers Penephite

Kano Laboratories, Inc.,

offers Penephite, a

spec ia I ly-oom pounded
lubricant designed for

tough jobs.

Penephite is a combina-
tion of oils, solvents, and
micron-size graphite in

colloidal suspension. Us
special formula carries

graphite into minute spa-

ces where it adheres to

metal and leaves behind ji

lubricating film, making it

ideal for loosening leaf

springs, locks and hinges,

and protecting against
rust.

Lockmasters'

Computer Dialer

The ITL-1000 computer
operated automatic dialer

opens safes indepen-
dently, leaving you time

for your regular work
schedule, saving time and
excess labor cost,

Bring the advantages of

electronic technology to

your business. Hundreds
in use worldwide

Make Sargent & Greenleaf's

C omptronic locks your choice for

electronic safe locking solutions.

Click here for more information
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Midland Supplies

Baldwin Deadbolts

Midland Hardware Dis-

tributors of Oakland, NJ
offers Baldwin deadbolts.

Made of solid forged
bra$s. they are oflered

with a selection of turn

pieces and a variety oHin
ishes to be compatible
with lock trims on ihe

market.

They are made for

standard door sizes and
ste n da rd to- rho industry

installation. Available
wilh Single or double
cylinders, these deadbohs
are Baldwins first-ever

deadbohs featuring I"

tamper-resistant con-
cealed pins and security

strikes.

Preso-Matic'sTwo
Sided Locks
New two sided com-

bination locks from Presn-

M at ic keyless locks unlock

by combination From the

inside and outside oi the

door.

The exterior of ihe doof
is unlocked in the same
manner as the standard

Preso-Matic pushbutton
locks It unlocks automnti-

cally when the last digit is

pressed. The interior also

unlocks by combination,

by pulling the button
knobs in the proper
sequence. The bcPt
retracts automatically
whc-n the last digit is

pulled.

Precision Products'

New Key Machine
The "Formula One-

Plus* Qn&" manufactured
by Precision Products, Inc.

is an accurate and quick

dup lie a I or and a precise

code cutter

The si y I e a nd I u net i ona I

design makn 11 a very
affordable key machine.
Optional equipment avail-

able] includes a 12-VDC
motor, flexible work light,

and a simple- to-use code
card maker kit.

*Wi

Pro-Lok Sends
Auto Update

Pro-lok introduced its

Auto Encyclopedia "the

original" a few months
ago. The company is now
in the process of mailing

ell registered owners a

free 120 page re-pnnr of

the lock out section.

This section now not

only includes complete
informationon key blanks,

code locations, code book

reference but also in-

cludes foreign car service

reference and detailed
drawings. The f irs-1 update
will also be available this

month making the encyc-

lopedia over 300 pages

N A T 1 N A L
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

Nati(
ra

Autoi

progra
service

anal Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a
nge of equipment and services for t

motive Locksmith. From tools and h.

find key blanks to transponder
mming, we can take the mystery ou
. We accept credit card orders, and c

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com

wide
he
ard to

t of car
:an ship
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RAM Corp.'s

Radar Watchdog
RAM CorporaHon mtro-

duces the Radar Watch
dog. This new radar device

detects, any intruder's

motion through solid

object

s

r such as wuoden
or glass doors, windows
and walls or fences. When
set off, it automatically

activates itself 10 emit

fiercely savage barks.

At first contact r
Radar

Watchdog only harks
onee. When the intruder

moves again in any direc-

tion, it begins barking

again and continues in a

Frenzy of ready-to-attack

barking as long as the

intruder keeps moving.

I

Piji.FAf:k...i\i;; \ii :

STRATTEC

Reliable Security's

"Lock Manager"
Reliable Security

Systems has introduced a

new microprocessor
based system, doorGuard*
Sentry 1000. This compu
rer based system allows

for total lock management
of emergency exit, peri-

meter,, and interior doors.

The simplicity of Sentry

1000 provides users the

ability to simply and
quickly control the status

of all electric locks.

Factory programmed to

comply with all codes,

doorGuard® Sentry 1000
is designed for interfacing

with existing computers.

Sandstrom Prod.

Lock Lubricant

Sandstrom Products
Company's Pexylube CP
200 dry film lock lubricant

keeps things moving in

your locks. It provides lu-

brication through the use

of PTFE technology. The
product contains no gra-

phite, is colorless., dries

fast, and will not run off.

Also, ifscleanand will not

gum up the works with

contamination from dust

or debris like oils or

petroleum type products.

Wrn . Silver Supplies

WS200 Decoder
Wi lliam Si Iver & Co. Inc.

announces the availability

of the WS200 Decoder for

Medeco's biaxial system.

This easy-to-use too* will

enab le se rv i ce tech naci ans
to decode biaxial keys
accurately and quickly.

The gauge "reads" the
angles, depths and most
importantly, the spacing.

Further, it can be used for

decoding to rekey addi-

tional cylinders as well as

the old Med ecu keyway.

The WS200 decoder is

made of stainless steel for

durability whiles being light

enough and small enough
to be carried in the pocket

of a workshirt

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Integrity

Ingenuity... security

solutions.

Click here for more information

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC.

Installation

Tools

The

Professionals

Choice

k
Click here for more information
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Slide Lock's

Release Forms
Ftfty sets of two- copy car-

bonless field forms protect

the lockout technicians
from undue liability. The
forms, available from
Slide Lock Tool Co., cover

such situations as deter-

iorating weather stripping

and previous opening
attempts—a basic check-
list of things to loofc for

before attempting a vehi-

cle opening.

It includes a space for

tha authorizing party's

signature, driver's license

number and vehicle I.D.

number.

STRATTEC

J.J. Tourek's New
Cobrafinks, J.R.I""

Recently introduced by
the J.J. Tourek Manufac-
turing Co., is the Cobra-
Jink, Jr

r" This addition to

the family of Cobralinks
locking systems offers
security for bicycfes, tool

boxes and other small
property

Special features include;

personal numbered key;

rust-resistant locking
mechanism, case-
hardened sleel "cobra
head;" body of chrome-
pfated; hardened steel

ball-joint and link design;

and protective nylon
mash.

New Software
From Treskat

Treskat's popular line of

Macintosh software for

locksmiths is now avail-

able for owners of the
Apple Macintosh
computer.

Programs include
Perfect Master 111. Perfect

Code Buster r Perfect
Inventory, Knytrax and
Perfect Key Cross II. The
Perfect Pal for locksmiths
offers five programs: spa-

ces and depths, mail list

data base, equipment
inventory control, type
writter and inventory label

maker.

The Perfect Kay Cross II

is a complete key cross
reference book on disk.

Wilson Adds
New Safe Line

Wilson Safe/
Philadelphia Star introdu-

ce! a new line of office/

hom& safe, rifle cabinets
and special wail pistol

safes, info their large
inventory of safes,

The office/home safe
features a W steal piate

on the door, Steel Body 3''

concrete filled, fire rating

aM562F,S&Gcombina
tfon, lock, hardpJate pro-

tecting lock, spring-loaded
relocker and 1

J
' locking

boBts. The gun cabinets
feature Vi" steel plate on
door

s
carpeted rifle rack

and floor. S & G combina-
tion, hardplate, reloeker
and 1* bolts.

LOCKMASTERS
SECURITY
MANAGEMENT

TM

Click here

for more
information

Providing quality

tools, parts, and

service for

the security

professional.
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New HPC Products

"The company has recently released three new products to complement their line Included are

the Key-Re lease, new Kekab display and KeyCards."

HPC has recently introduced
several new products to comple-

ment their full line of lock smith related

products. The Key-Release is a handy n

consumer packaged key holder, Rach
one has five key rings, and each ring

will easily hold two keys. The indivi-

display\ Ft neatly shows off the product

and demonstrates its applications.

Also, HPC has brought to the

market an emergency key card. This

is a plastic key which snaps onto a

credit card sized holder and fits neatly

into a wallet or purse. Thus the custo-

mer can be protected against lockouts.

The cards are available bulk pack-

aged or consumer packaged for

impulse sales. The HPC KeyCards., as

the product is called,, are packaged to

sell themselves. The package is strong,

attention-compelling, and clearly

j a

*

Key-Release

m •

<^

Qr&Mnize* Kmy*
for Quick Ace***

U.S-A. T

New dolor packaging for K?kabi helps to c: rente point- of -

purchase sal oh.

The HPC Kay- Release is an impugn item, individually carded.

dual rings may be easily removed from
the Key-Release whenever desirable.

The Key- Release is a profitable and
economically priced impulse item, It is

attractively packaged so that the pro-

duct will actually sell itself. The stock

number is KRB-1. h comes individu-

ally consumer carded^ 24 per ease, con-

taining six each of red, white, blue and
black.

For the first Lime, H PC offers a new
four-color merchandising package for

the Kekab line of key control cabinets.

The package itself displays the applica-

tions of the product. Plus the graphics

will create an impulse sale when sales

personnel arc not present, Also avail-

able is a new Kekab point-of-purchasc

40 The National Locksmith
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HElfeyCard

EMERGENCY
SPARE KEYS

_

FOR JOUR CAR

HEiDiLJvirnigaFDurvThiizAiimii i

1

fa¥m

KeyCflrds are available for most cars.
They ere uusy tn sell.

explains the concept of the KeyCards
at a glance. Key cutting directions are

on the back of the package.

Many drivers will want to purchase

more than one set for other family cars,

especially since the price is so reason-

able. Plus the locksmith will profit in

two ways. Firsts there is the charge for

the KeyCard itself. Then there is the

additional charge to cut the keys.

HPC KeyCards make it unnecessary

to carry a varied inventory. Only a few

blanks are required to cover the most
popular automobiles, And a complete

stock uses very little space. KeyCards
are made of a new high-tech plastic

which is incredibly strong making it

easy to turn in any lock.

Click on border to view new company or issue
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G.M.'s New Geo

"This scries of cars is sure to be a hot topic of discussion for a while. After researching, I found
that each model uses its own code series."

by Robert Sisveking

The "Geo" by Chevrolet is sure to be

a topic for discussion in lock and

key circles for the next few months.

After doing a considerable amount of

research into the keys and codes for the

Geo line
fc

I found that each model uses

its own code series- (See- chart /.) The
code series for ihe Prizm is GOO! to

G7G0.

on the passenger door cylinder, '["here

are no glove box locks or internal

locking compartments on any of the

Geo vehicles that 1 inspected, All Geo
vehicles arc one key fits all locks.

Unlike the Honda and Acura autos,

there are no codes on the ignition lock

housings. The Prizm has a remote
trunk release, so the trunk lock will

most probably be the best place lo

Chart 1 Code Serial Ciiirl.;: l l« Taylor HPC/Silcfl 1200 CM
Codfr Curd

Gac-Pfiim G001-G7GO B7? IH40 X174 TOY 3BR xFae
Gsc-Matro iSm-nki. Swift) U1-U20O0 670 B&5 X1B4 GM19 XFS8
Gao- Tracker jSuzuki, Sidekick) lfllOO-19299 BG9 BGS XIAO GM1BR XFS9

The Prizm code scries is unique, in

that it uses letters and numbers inter-

changeably within the series. For some
reason, the letters do not follow in

alphabetical order within the code

series., which makes, the codes a little

hard to follow.

The GOO I to G7G0 code* are cot on a

D-72 (Curtis) TOY 38R (HPC/Silca),

or XI 74 (Llco) blank. The Curtis R-73

blank is a B-7 2 with a
U|

fl4 cut " (dee pes-t)

precut in the first space nex.t to the

shoulder.

The 12CQCM code card to use with

thes-e codes and keys is the XF-88. Be
prepared to spend an extra few dollars

when you order the XF-88 code card,

as there is a new cutter that must be

used with this card. The same cutter is

also required for the XH-74 code card

(88/89 Honda Civic),

The table in chart one shows the

code series and key blanks for the other

Geo vehicles > along with the appropri-

ate I2U0CM code card to us,c. The table

will be bandy when the new code cards

become available this month.

Codes for the Spectrum, Metro and

Tracker are contained in code books

from The National Locksmith. Pri7m

codes will appear in the upcoming
update. Also, Curtis, has a Geo code

hoot, pan #20484. Use only Curtis'

version revised February of I9S9.

The codes for the Metro are found

42 The National Locks-rnith

either remove che lock lo make a key or

Find the code.

Opening procedure for the Metro is

the same as for any "slide lock" type

vehicle. Do not hook the lock actuator

at lhe cylinder, as the actuators on
these locks are of the fixed type. "Wedge

the drivers window 10* from the rear of

the door. You will find the slide linkage

about V/>" below the level of the

outside pull handle and about %" from
the rear of the door. Carefully hook the

linkage from below and slide it toward

the front of the car to open.

Opening procedure for the Prizm is

the same as. for all vertical linkage type

auto locks, Do not hook the lock

actuator at the cylinder, as the

actuators on these locks are of the II xed

type. Wedge the driver's window about

8
fffrom the rear of the door. Follow the

vertical rod down to the lock mech-
anism, with the X tool to the front of

the button rod. As you reach the

bottom of the button rod, allow the X
too! to slip under the locking arm of the

lock box and genilyYvfi the arm to raise

[he button and unlock the car.

The Pri7.ni (see phoiogr&ph 2) is a

four door Geo, and is assembled in

Californta. The Prizm replaced the

Nova. The Metro {see photograph .?) is

a two door body, imported from
Japan. The Metro shares, the same
locking systems and code series as a

2. The Chflvra lot Gao line Prizm.

4. The steering column for a Geo Tracker.

Suzuki Swift. Lhe Geo Tracker (see

photograph 4) relates in the same way
to Suzuki's SidcKick, imported from
Japan. Jt a 4-wheel drive vehicle.

For now, that's about all there is to

tell about the Geo by General Motors.

FLASH ..tor those who have XI 28

keys on the board for the Honda. The
best thing to do with these blanks is to

destroy them and replace them with the

new XI81 or HON47 (HPC/Silca),

The length of the new blank is slightly

greater than the X12H. If you use the

XJ2fi in a 19S9 Honda or Acura aulo
?

you run the risk of having the keyjamb
in the "start" position. If this happens,

the starter will crank until it burns up r

The ignition lock will hartg or jamb in

the atart position.

The X-172 has the same problem.

Replace all X-l 72 blank* with X- 1 B2 or

HON 45R (HPC/Silca) blanks.

Click on border to view new company or issue
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The Laughing Mosler

'Through the safe amplifier I could almost hear a chuckle from deep inside this gianu On the

other hand, maybe it was only the customer/'

h v Robert Sic y#ki ng

The day began much like any Other*

with the initial scheduled calls and

a few emergencies. Halfway through

the morning the dispatcher called to

say [here was a safe locked up in the

basemen L of a house thai had been

sold, and the owner wanted J. opened

10 make sure that the family treasures

wouldn't be left behind. My schedule

was pretty full, but 1 said Vd run by to

give the job a look. When 1 got the re > 1

met with the owner, who led mc to the

basement of the old house to view the

iafe. One 40 wait bulb, dimly illu-

minated the coal bin turned workshop

where the cast iron brute had made its

home since the late forties, according
1 A Mosler safft encountered en

service cell.

to the owner, {See photograph L) He
i old inc. the last time he had seen the

safe open was when he put his bascsball

cards and coin collections away before

leaving for active duty during the

Korean Conflict.

Surprisingly H the dial worked freely,

except for a little binding of the dial on

the dial ring. A few laps with the mallet

and the binding disappeared. Rotating

the dial slowly around left, a contact

point was located at about
ifc

7,
it
Right

rotation of the dial gave no indication

of a contact point at ail.

My first impression was that I was

working with a Vale friction fence type

lock. The dial and dial ring suggested

\ ale, but the knob did not biar the

HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and Manufacturing
Quality since 1956

Click here for more information
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manufacturer
1

* name. Note in photo-

graph two Lhiit there are two indices on
the dial ring, one of which has an kkO"

2. The dial and dial ring found on the
Moglpr

STRATTEC

stamped over it, which is the opening

index. The .second index is 25 numbers
to the left of the opening index and has
nq special significance.

My next step was lo try to determine
the number of wheels in [he lock. The
wheel pack was parked al all wheels left

50 and right rotation of the dial was
begun, to count the wheels. Counting
the wheels as they pick up is usually a

pretty easy step in the manipulation,

but this lock ^ave so much gear clatter

that the pick-up points were barely

discernablc over the noise. There was

TlK
National

LodmiiMi I

The I nnovation You
Expect, with the

Flexibility You Need!

Click here for more information

also a grinding noise as the dial was
turned, evidence that rust particles

were grindingsomewhere in the spindle

bearings, Relieving the lock to be a

three wheel Yak friction fence. 1 began
a graph of the wheel pack with an all

wheels right evolution, every 2*A

numbers.

The first graph was rtLn ^ wjth vcry
little deviation of the single contact

point- (this lock only exhibits a right

contact point, with left rotation of the

dial.) An auxiliary lamp was rigged

above the safe and I settled down for

some serious concentrated effort, as

the customer paced and quietly en-

dured the anticipation of again viewing

his baseball card collection.

After [he second graph of the lock

was run, and having expended about
three quarters of an hour on the safe, 1

was still right where I had started. No
provable indication of a gate had
revealed itself in the graph.

I pride myself on the fact that I can

manipulate most of the safes that 1 run

across, so that pride drove me to run

one more graph of the lock. The graph
did not show a deviation of the wheel

pack, over an eighth of a number, and
the gear clatter and grinding rust

particles were beginning to get a little

irritating to my ears, Through the safe

amplifier, I could almost hear a
chuckle from deep inside this cast iron

giant, Maybe it was only the customer,

who from lime to time would peer over my
shoulder to sec if 1 had made some new
discovery.

A little over an hour, into the job 1

slid my tool away from the safe and
announced to the customer that this

was a pretty good old safe, and that

drilling the door would probably be a

faster and more economical method of

opening it.

Believing this to be a Yak lock, the

door was center punched outside the

dial ring, at "87." This would put the

hole slightly above the drop-in,
without coming in behind the fence

gear or bolt body. Judging from the

weight of the safe, having rolled it into

the center of the floor for better light, I

judged the door to be about 4" from the

face of the safe to the back of the lock

case. The drill was angled to penetrate

the lock case about I* from the center

of the wheel pack and the door was
drilled, using a standard W* high speed

bit. This safe had an J£*$k in and about
4* of fire proofing material, followed by

a[// cast iron plate seperating the lock

case from the face of the door.

Before penetrating the lock case, the

46 The National Locksmith
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bit was exchanged for a new one of the

same size. The lock case penetration

was done very carefully; so that the

drill did not enter the lock or damage

the drive gears. It must have been my
lucky day, because the hole was almost

perfect. The gate of the drive cam was
clearly visible as the dial was rotated, I

was into the lock case without damag-

ing the lock. The problem here was that

the angle of the hole wa* not exactly-

right to sight down the edge of the

wheel pack to find the gales. Switching

to a &* drill* the hole was enlarged very

carefully through (he lock case, This

gave me a clear view of the wheels.

My first discovery was that this was a

four wheel lock. Using a borescope H the

edges of each wheel were aligned with

the drilled hole, carefully recording the

combination as the wheel* were posi-

tioned. This gave me the wheel align-

ment combination.

The next step would he to waltz this

J. Op9H«d Moslar fire safe.

4. ..with a close-up of the lock mecha-
nism.

STRATTEC

gate around left until the fence dropped

in and the sale opened. By adding

numbers to the combination, the gates

are moved left, so adding one to each

number of the wheel alignment com-
bination the new combinalion was run.

The *afe opened in the fifth trial

combination, by adding five to each

number ofthe wheel alignment combina-

tion. The door bolts were reiracted<

and as the door swung open, a look of

disappointment crossed Lhe face of the

anxious customer, as he realized that

the ball players of dayi gone by were

TlK
Natiiin&l

LodmiiMi I

only memories. The safe was empty.

Once opened, the inside of the door,

led me to believe this was a M osier lire

safe. (See photograph J and 4.) Identi-

fication was. confirmed in volume II of

The National Locksmith Guide to Safe

Opening, page 15!

Though the manipulation attempt

had failed H the safe was opened by

penetration in about 20 minutes. The
measure of a lock's worth is in lis

ability to rcuM manipulation, lhe four

wheel M osier friction fence lock is

truely a formidable lock.

Don't panic!

We have Security

Exit Devices,

Click here for more information
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Servicing BMW Motorcycles

"One look at the ignition was all it took for us to realize that this was a new one for us, and it was
going to take more than a few minutes to make a key."

5*ry1 ywur KM*. -Brtd kny

quustiDrslo.lAck Aobflna.

Tf\9 V.i.'.on.i 1 LocksmfJi.

Sl'HarfUNpwJ.lLWIOT.

by Jack Roberta

*"iertainly there are not :i blue million

V/BMW motorcycles running
around t he count ry

t
but \ here arc a fcw

of them out there and the interesting

part of our profession is that we never

know ju it what service we wili be called

upon to perform with the next phone
call.

Our shop regularly services motor-

cycles of all types and our normal
practice is to document each new lock

that we encounter with notes h sketches

or photos and then enter pertinent

information in our data base for future

reference, It could be months or even
years before we may encounter the

same lock again and the old memory
just isn\ capable of instant recall of

certain required techniques for those

once-in-a-gre at-while service jobs.

When the BMW store called and
said they had received a new bike with

no key* and were sending the ignition

lock to the shop we dug out the records

and were ready to quickly turn the job

around. There seems to be a way for the

best laid plans to get screwed up,

particularly when you figure on a job

going smoothly, and this was one of

those times when the smooth got rough.

One look at the ignition was all it

took lor us to realize that this was a
new one, for us

1
and was going to take

more than just of couple of minutes to

accomplish thejob of making a key. A
close examination did not reveal a code
number, poke hole, retainer screw or

anything that could be construed as a

means of disassembly. There was a

glob of red goop located about midway
on the cylinder housing so we started

digging away with a dental pick.

ASK
Inc.

ASP Covers the World
of Auto Locks

Click here for more information

STRATTEC"

It's your

reputation

Trust the

origina

i Click here for more information
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I donl know what kind ol stuff they

used but it was really hard and took
some difiging to reveal a hole (see

photograph I), and ihen some more
digging to locate the slot of a screw.

This was a teeny tiny screw- so small

ihat a pocket-sued screwdriver was
much to large, so we tried a #6 jeweler's

screwdriver. The goop in the hole had

that screw .stuck tight so we ground the

tip of a broken Snap^On and were able

to remove what was indeed a retainer

screw, but the plug didn't want to

move. We tried poking in the hole and
probing for a spring-loaded retainer

but there just wasn't anything there.

Quite by accident with all of the

handling of the assembly, the housing

separated (see photograph 2} and there

was what we had been looking for. The
rear half of the assembly contained the

cam and electrical contacts and the

front hall contained the plug. The plug

retainer is easily visible (see photograph

3\ and can be depressed with any type

of pointed instrument allowing removal

Separated lack housing

JE^SSB^ *}1

3. Plug retainer, removed from housing,

1. Poktfhde found nn aBMW motorcycle
Ignition loch,

%

4. Original and modified NE5 and u
PJiflrHuii key blank.

of the pJug from the front of the

housing.

This is a Nicman ignition and takes a

Silca NE62 blank although the Si tea

NE3 1 can also be used. We didn't have

cither of these blanks, but discovered

that a Silca NLS, ( Bo9K "Faylor; SR61N
IIco; N2M Old Ilco) would serve very

well by removing 3/32" from the
shoulder which allowed the blank to

fully enter the plug. Photograph four

shows an original NE5 at the lop, the

modified NE5 in the center, and an
original Nicman key at the bottom. We
inserted the blank, read the wafers, cut

the key and another bike hit the road.

The spacing* for this lock are; A40 f

.245, J5Q, .455, .560- The depths of the
cut arc: 5=

S 24Q; 4= .225; 3= .205; 2=.185;

1 =J 65. Note that aJ I is the deepest cut

and that a #5 is a no cut. If a code
number should be encountered it may
have six digits with the last digit a "0,

"

Ignore the IS

P

H
reverse the code and cui

bow to tip.

Motorcycles are a good source of
income and ifyou are in a climate that

has a
tL

rid ing seaso n " the 1 1me t o £e 1 1 he

word out that you make bike keys is

early in the spring. Let a few riders

know and they will spread the good
word to the rest of the group.

Click here for more information

SRi and Steve Young
are working together
to bring you the best

in locksmith tools

and supplies.

%5CHWAB CORP
Fire protection fcv your vita! records

It's not safe unless
it's Schwab Safe.

Click here

for more
information
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The Broken Drive Cam

"The unit was live years old and had never been serviced by anybody. It still had the original

combination on it That's how the problem started."

LodmiiMi I

by Dale Libby

Recently, I came across a broken

drive cam at a large discount

chain store. It was a rather surprising

malfunction, for L had never ween any-

thing like it before. The call came in on

a Sunday morning with the usual plea.

"We cannot get our safe open...and we
need it open right away so we can get

the store open."

Part of the psychology of being a

safe technician is to try to calm the

store manager, and tell them they

might have to get some money from a

sister store, or 1'rom their armored car

company to open the store. 1 was at

least one hour from the store location

and the store opened in 3i) minutes.

After explaining this, the store man-
ager calmed down enough to discuss

payment terms.

I always discuss payment procedures

and credit requirements, especially in

emergency and Sunday work. Once T

determined that the safe was an "A &
B" type money chest i which is manu-
factured in Chicago) with a combina-
tion lock, both the manager and I came

to an agreement on payment proce-

dures, with the understanding that the

cost of any extra parts or new ]ock

needed would be in addition to the

price that I charged for the opening and

door repair.

The chest was an A&B unit and the

dial spun freely, though I could not

pick up any contact points or feel the

wheels. The dial was properly Eight

with the correct amount of end play.

My first thought was that the spline key

had come looae (almost impossible on
newer safe locks), but this would mean
that when the dial was turned to the

right, it would tighten up as the cam
tightened up on the spindle. This was
not the case.

Make Sargent &

Greenleaf's

Comptronic locks

your choice for

electronic safe

locking solutions,

k
Click here for more information

NAT I ON A L
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

NationalAuto Lock Service, Inc. offers a

wide range ofequipmentand services for

the Automotive Locksmith. Front tools and
hard to find key blanks to transponder

programming, we can take the mystery out

ofcar service. We accept credit card

orders, and can ship COD. Contact us for

the latest in automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com
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My second idea was that the drive

cam stationary fly had sheared off the

drive wheel or cam and was not con-

tacting the wheel pack, because I ww
not picking up any wheel action at all. I

proceeded on ihis assumption, but

there was nil I a doubt in my mind
about that, because I was still not pick-

ing up any contact points anywhere on

the dial, no matter how the lock was

splincd- (If the lock is splincd incor-

rectly, then the contact points could be

in one of three different positions,

depending on how it was splincd— VU.
VD, LH or RH).

AAB and other manufacturers, like

Moster and Johnson Pacific, have over

the years
t
used the combination lock

holt for purposes other than that of

blocking the movemen I of the opening

handle cant- Most found door floor

safes share a similar type of mechanism

for moving back the lock bo hi. This

mechanism is the withdrawing of

Locking bolts connected to the combi-

nation lock bolt directly.

M osier used the infamous "hook
44

boll to accomplish this in their round

door lug chests. The combination lock

boll was a hook in shape* and fit into a

groove in the active bolt, The hook bolt

also held in place an inner bolt re locker

on I he active bolt which would activate

if the lock cover was ever punched-

Simple and diabolical but effeclivc.

The A4B unit was a Little differed

It used a LaGard 3300comb iat ton lock

with an extended boll. (See photv-

$r<lph 1 . ) A hole was d r i I led and tap ped

in the end of the bolt with a round-

headed screw which extended through

the boh aboui H", This screw fit into a

hole of the specially milled locking bolt

bar. This bar is massive by companion
to the combination lock bolt.

1 . The norm#1 driv* c#m of the LaGard
3330 combination lock.

So again, we sec a "double duty**

arrangement of combination lock. The

last turn of the dial would pull in the

combination lock bolt which is at-

tached with a screw to the massive lock-

ing (blocking) boh. Unfortunately, ihis

STRATTEC

bolt should have been lubricated when
the unit was serviced.

The unit was five years old and still

had the original combination on it. It

had never been serviced by anyone.

This is probably where the problem

started. If you are ever called to service

one of these or similar units, take the

time to check to see that everything is

lubricated correctly.

] thought that the fly had been

sheared off by either spinning the dial

or by having a sticky lock bolt which

put too much pressure on the fly when
the unit was being opened. Anyway, 1

proceeded to open the unit, hut ran

into a little surprise.

The opening was accomplished

rather quickly, but with a few odd
turns. ] pulled ihc dial with the Lock-

TlK

Locksmith!

masters Dial Puller which works quite

well 1 then drilled at 9 7 (the approp-

riate distance from the dial spindle) to

hit the position where the fence drops

inio the gates of the wheels. 1 thought

that possibly 1 could probe the wheels

around to the drop-in position and

then turn l he protruding spindle to

open the unit.

The hole was drilled quite easily

because there was no hard plate on this

particular unit. I was right on for the

opening that 1 wanted to do. 1 looked

into the hole with my otoscope and saw

the end of the fence perfectly. Perfect

alignment, perfect posit ion k for the

wrong opening. The first hint of trou-

ble wns that when 1 turned Che protrud-

ing dial spindle around completely. I

did noi see I he lever and fence bump up

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Integrity.

Ingenuity....

security solutions.

Click here for more information
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as it would do when being turned. The
spindk: turned, bul the lever and fence

did not move. {See photograph 2.)

If the stationary fiy had broken off,

the lever would have moved. The only

other alternative was that the drive cam
was somehow messed up. 1 had never

seen a drive cam split and broken in

half before, so I did not even envision

it. (See photograph J.)

Since the lever was not moving, [ had

to bypass this type of opening, that of

using the spindle and cam to open the

lock, ] stuck in a small ice pick, levered,

and broke the fence off the end of the

lever. I used the protrusion (lever stop)

in the lock case against the lever, and it

snapped easily.

Next* the lever disappeared from
view. Usually the drive cam will sup-

port the lever, but the cam was at the

bottom of the lock, and with nothing to

support it but the inner drive spindle, I

was now looking at a wheel pack and

nothing else.

To withdraw the lever, \ had to drill

through the wheel pack with a quarter

inch drill until I could see the end of the

lever, I had to drill about 30 degrees

down through my existing hole to get a

clear shot at it, J drilled a small pilot

hole in the lever, inserted my trusty ice

STRATTEC
LodmiiMi I

2, A broken driv* earn with the ipindle
attached

3. The Split Or broken driv* cam.

or
UFACTURING, INC.

Every Installation

Is a Self-Portrait

Of the Person Who Did It.

Autograph Your Work with

Excellence.

Click here for more information

pick, and withdrew the lever with no

difficulty. I really did not see the split

cam until L Look the lock apart to figure

out what went wrong. Anything can

happen, and usually will at the worst

possible time (Thanks, Mr Murphy.)

The repair on the safe door was easy,

[ inserted a hardened plug into the

quarter inch hole, after reaming the

hole with a tapered reamer, hammered
and ground down the plug. This was
done under the dial, so no repairs were

seen.

The lock proved the easiest to work
on, E used a new 3300 LaGard lock, but

[ exchanged bolts. I used the p re-

drilled bolt from the old lock and put it

into the new lock. The standard bolt

length is not long enough; you need an
extended bolt, (The same is true on
safes that use a 4444 key type lock; the

locking bolt is extended with a similar

screw Tor withdrawing the blocking

boh.)

I then lubricated the blocking bole

slide with Sate Slick compound, and

checked it several times. Any good
grade Light grease will work. Of course

the customer wanted the original com-
bination put back on the safe, so I did.

The unit worked perfectly.

Continued on page 100

Lockmasters has a

44 year history of

training security

professionals.
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Harrison Electronic Alarms

"All Harrison products come with easy-to-read and follow illustrated instructions and all

necessary hardware. Each alarm system is warranteed."

Harrison Electronic a leading U .S_

manufacturer of vehicle security

systems sines 1971, offers a complete

product line of designed and built-in-

America alarms, censors, anti-theft

device*, and installation hardware.

Each one ol their electron ie products is

triple-tested and computer-run to

insure complete reliability. All Harri-

son products are simple to install, sim-

ple to operate and competitively

priced.

Harrison's remote control alarms

include the Lokpopper™ 91L which

uses a miniature key chain RF trans-

mitter to operate the alarm, door locks,

and the emergency panic. The Lok-

popper™ provides complete vehicle

protection combined with the conven-

ience of remote keyless entry. The 6100

remote is a full-featured alarm with

LED and chirp status indicators.

remote panic, voltage or switch sens-

ing, and full entry point protection,

plus starter kill.

Harrison*s passive automatic
alarms, the 71 19 and 8119, arm when
the ignition key is turned off, Arming is

complete when the last door is closed, a

feature which allows complete flexibil-

ity in exiting the vehicle. Both alarms

have adjustable entry delay, automatic

alarm reset and panic switch. The 7121

Pager signals instantly on theft

attempt.

Active arming alarms include the

H PC has it all:

KeyM achines, Software* Books Car

Openers, Pick Sets, Toofs> D oor

G uards, and KeyC abinets

Click here for more information

7129 keylock alarm, suitable for com-
mercial and RV applications; Lhe

7900C hoodloek compatible alarm,,

and the 7117 ignition arming alarm.

The 7828 Starter Kill is a passive

automatic arming starter disahler

which makes it impossible to start the

vehicle by hot wiring, or with a stolen

key. The Harrison Starter K ill's unique

pressure switch can be easily hidden.

Disarming is a two-step process with

ignition key and pressure switch. The
Starter Kill can be installed independ-

ently or with any Harrison alarm
system.

The 7855 Glass Breakage Detector is

the industry standard in sound sensors,

with dual electronic sensing and

To be a World

Leader You Need

Quality Products,

Innovative

Technologyand

Strong Partners.

L
Click here for more information
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Harrison's 8100 remote alarm

installer-friendly sensitivity adjust-

ment for reliable performance. Harri-

son also offers an electronic shock sen-

sor with LED, mo lion detector, vehicle

light flashers, and a 126 Ub Super

Siren. All accessories can be used with

any alarm system.

As a full service company, Harri-

son^ fifty state (plus Canada and

Puerto Rico) authorized dealer net-

work, receives field support through a

trained sales staff and a direct, toll-free

HflO technical line manned by engineer-

ing arid installation technicians.

AJ1 Harrison products come with

casy-to-rcad and follow illustrated

instructions and all necessary

hardware. Each alarm system is war-

rant eed. An insurance discount certifi-

cate is included.

Patented Euroatyle pinswitchus.

"The Install Shop" is Harrison's

catalog product line of security instal-

lation hardware and accessories carry-

ing products from power door lock

actuators to patented pinswitches, to

wire and connectors.

Harrison Electronics conducts instal-

lation training and certification pro-

gram for dealers, at their new head-

quarters facility in Pennsylvania, and

for locksmith associations, providing

first-hand systems knowledge and

installation techniques as well as sales

and merchandising programs. Harri-

son supports your sales with point-of-

purchase brochures, alarm demonstra-

tors, displays and other merchandising

materials.

We have it all.

Quality, Value, & Service.

Click here for more information

ASP
Click here for more information

ASP Covers
the World of

Auto Locks
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Finding 'Good Help'

"Choo^ng a new helper has always been very easy for me, f wait tor something to float by and ]

grab it just like a water spider."

hy Jog Locks

Someone told me a long lime ago

that 1 was a natural Leader of men.

Never mind that ii was a group discus-

sion on who was to go into the mine

field firs,!,

Chousing a new helper has always

been very easy for me. I wait for

something to float by and I grab it Just

like a water spider. 1 have not had

much luck hiring help in the past. It

seems 1 always get the fellows that are

on the way from the unemployment
line to (he welfare line, My luck had

changed, however, when I had the

good fortune to hire a guy named
Harvey. "His father s-aw me working on
a car and asked me if I needed help. He
told me how his son had won the Nobel

Prize for good workmanship, along

with a doctorate in safe penetration

and an honorary degree in attendance.

With such a glowing resume' ringing

in my ear 1 told him to have Mr.

Wonderful give me a call. Vm not

saying junior was desperate, hut by the

time I had left his father and drove

hack to the ranch he was standing on
my doorstep with a letter of recom-

mendation from our state senator.

He had worked for the same wonder*

ful boss that I used to have, and said

[hat the only reason he left was because

he felt that he made the boss feel

inadequate and unnecessary, and could

not stand the pain-filled look in his eyes

every day he came to work.

You may wonder why I would believe

such a Laic. It was because that was the

same reason \ left my old job.

Harvey was so clean-cut that I knew
he must be d. good worker. Everyone

knows thai Lhe less hair tin a person,

the better worker be is. I hired him in at

top dollar, because I didn't want anyone
else grabbing such a valuable asset

away from me.

After a week of training 1 noticed

something different about Harvey.

" Harvey f"
J said, "Is it me or is there

something different about you?"
11 Mind your own business!" be

snapped.

At that point I realized that 1 had
overstepped my authority as a boss.

and sought to mollify his ruffled

feelings.

"(ice, Harvey, you are really doing

TM

It's your reputation

Trust the original .

Click here for more information
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great work, I wonder if you think you
are ready for a service call by vourself

now?"

"You can send me out ifyou want to,

but 1 wont be responsible for what
happens!" he said enthusiastically,

I sent him to change the combination

on a Mosler safe* and did not worry at

all until the manager of the store called

me lo say that Harvey was leaning oo
the safe fast asleep. He didn

1

! want to

wake him because Harvey looked so

peaceful with his thumb in his mouth.

1 decided that L must be overworking

the poor guy
i
so 1 gave him the rest of

the day off. I know that he really

appreciated my kindness, because the

next day he showed quite an improve-

ment in his attitude.

"What do you mean by giving me so

much work to do?" he demanded.
"Yesterday 1 only had to work until

noon!"

At Ibis time [ realized what was

different about Harvey. He was. growing

a beard, and he looked like Mr. Potato-

head with whiskers. "So you Ye growing
a beard!'" I said.

"Oh that [

H
he said. **] am going deer

hunting in a couple of days and it is a

family tradition for everyone to grow a

beard before we leave."

"Even the girls?" I asked.

Ignoring my remark he asked if I had

a problem with him going deer hunting

for the weekend. I said no, but at the

time 1 didn't know his definition of

"weekend." A week and a half later he

came back excited about going back to

work.

"I hope it is slow today," he yawned.
4Tm all tired out from sit ting in a tree

for a week."

"Don't worry," ! said. "Ell give you

time to re-adjust to the hectic pace of

working 20 hours and getting paid for

40."

The phone itemed to ring with more

call-backs and complaints than I was

used to, but I figured that my customers

were not giving Harvey an even break,

or so he told me. One day it was a

""Caddy Killer" that the Caddy fought

with and won. with the too] stuck in the

car for me to go fish out. The next

problem was a panic bar that Harvey

got in a panic over because he couldn't

figure out how to put it back together.

There were dead holts that were defec-

tive from the factory (of course) and

tools that would mysteriously grow
leg* and walk off.

Compared to some of the other guys

1 tried to hire Harvey was still a dream
come true. He had a beard, but he

trimmed it once a month, His truck was

always a mess, with all kinds of last

food trash on the floor, but he argued

that he was just too busy to clean it tip,

I was thinking that with the proper

guidance and attention Harvey would
become everything his father said he

was. That was until his two-month trial

period was over, and he decided to let

me know he wasn't satisfied with my
performance.

*You txpetl too much, ""he growled.

"I have to have more money because t

just bought a bunch of stuff. If you

don\ pay me more, III ha veto take my
talent where someone will appreciate

UP

I said 1 was sorry , but I didn't deserve

such a wonderful employee, and I

hoped that he would find a job that

suited his qualifications,

That was the end of the story until I

got a letter from the unemployment
office saying Lhat Harvey had not yet

found a position worthy of him and he

was trying to get unemployment com-
pensation. I saw the form that he filled

out, and under the "reason for leaving

last employment"" he wrote "I felt that I

made the boss fuel inadequate and
unnecessary, and I could not stand the

pain -filled look in his eyes every day I

came to work."'

SRi and Tech Train

Productions are the

automotive specialists -

your best source for

automotive tools,

manuals, and videos.

Click here for more information
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Toyota Codes

W0001 2000

fcThe National Locksmith. Straamwocd, IL 60107

nSPi

G1417

Kdiior's Note: These cocks will appear in She ftFCB 1990

update. Code booksfrom 7he National Locksmith aw the most
complete system available- As an owner ofour code hooks, you
even gei to me ourfree Code Hotline. See ourudonpages31-33
for more information.

DEPTHS
0- 5-
1 -0 324 6-

2 - 0.297 7-

3 - 270 8-

4 - 0.243 9-

KEYWAYS
HPC/Silca TOY38R
Taylor XI 74

SCHWAB CORR
Ftre protection for your vital records.

Free freight!!

No middle man!!

Click here for more information

Choose S&GComptronic

electronic safe

locks foLsecurity...

technology-tradition.

L
Click here for more information
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W0001-2000 TOYOTA
Keyblanks:
HPC/Silca TOY39R
Taylor X174
Curtis TR-40

0001 0051 0101 0151 0201

01 24432111 51 21124213 01 11322113 51 22424424 01 42312231
02 31112313 52 43213313 02 32123111 52 32112112 02 13422421
03 33244233 53 21233434 03 43124421 53 33122124 03 33321213
04 32131344 54 44224323 04 32223424 54 42342234 04 22121121
05 31231124 55 42233342 05 42334342 55 33221234 05 21312311
06 32234434 56 21133244 06 32133444 56 12322133 06 43322112
07 31233213 57 13123324 07 33122211 57 32132244 07 12243122
08 12223432 58 33211313 08 33342123 58 13312421 08 33223312
09 32433111 59 33131244 09 33134244 59 44334224 09 21224244
10 32434234 60 3222-5424 10 12422421 60 13422334 10 13432122

11 33122243 61 32133224 11 31332113 61 33112344 11 32 422434
12 31122422 62 32213431 12 22343112 62 11324324 12 42224331
13 43211232 63 42331332 13 21233442 63 12223334 13 33113124
14 43122331 64 21332213 14 23422432 64 44223122 14 44234212
15 44333242 65 42112323 15 31342443 65 21211213 15 22234434
16 33244231 66 32233132 16 44334332 65 42112442 16 21342243
17 32344224 61 44422243 17 42234311 67 42421132 17 31244331
18 1133422L 68 21233231 18 33424423 68 31231234 13 42422343
19 13442342 69 43324421 19 33242442 69 31123321 19 31342232
20 21122444 70 42324323 20 33132224 70 42433122 20 44313342

21 12122123 71 42212211 21 33324234 71 32231342 21 32123131
22 21244344 72 32443231 22 21331342 72 31244234 22 31334324
23 43342244 73 11312321 23 32442342 73 31331232 23 21233211
24 42433212 74 42212342 24 32332234 74 31342322 24 43243233
25 43123433 75 12322124 25 32124431 75 42123424 25 22132443
26 21213322 76 21231334 26 33312322 76 32221312 26 32434321
27 33224431 77 22331331 27 43432113 77 44333221 27 42132322
28 31311213 78 23342122 2B 31134324 78 32244213 28 13442344
29 33442433 79 42233423 29 44221131 79 43344322 29 43332442
30 13322112 80 21244432 30 32312132 80 23342432 30 33321344

31 11334431 81 42311243 31 44312422 31 22131234 31 43112324
32 42132334 32 33122444 32 42443242 32 21123311 32 32432131
33 11233131 83 22434321 33 12424422 83 31322422 33 33113113
34 31224211 84 12333112 34 13432444 84 31312443 34 43111232
35 22131132 85 34312112 35 42211132 85 32322344 35 43233112
36 43243223 86 13322134 36 43443431 86 31243211 36 11342112
37 32442311 87 23434434 37 43223224 87 42343321 37 42212243
38 31311313 88 32421323 33 12312343 83 31243243 38 42233321
39 32233221 89 33123434 39 12322344 89 12433124 39 43234434
40 11333221 90 23423123 40 32233232 90 22331321 40 43343222

41 32113311 91 12423134 41 44322123 91 21133433 41 42322332
42 42432124 92 12312431 42 31131132 92 42432132 42 21213433
13 22213334 93 13122121 43 33223112 93 42344343 43 42134233
44 44313242 94 42442124 44 24442322 94 13312123 44 12324421
45 21124343 95 43211342 45 12224424 95 12313124 45 32213443
46 31242433 96 33233212 46 24312123 96 12344232 46 42311213
47 32422444 97 31131342 47 23113431 97 44224422 47 13243112
48 33433122 98 33132434 48 32221121 98 13243212 43 31332432
49 42423422 99 43124331 49 43422113 99 21323322 49 32332344
50 12313242 00 42244322 50 42342313 00 42211244 50 23421221

78 The National Locksmith

Click on border to view new company or issue



NATIONAL
AUTD LOCK SERVICE, INC.

JTV ^ 5TRATTEC nSPiMCLHTV ^ ^gRS
| lTfANLlFAnrTlSfTlNr;,

W0001-2000 TOYOTA

MC. |

Keyblanks:
BPC/Silca T0Y38R
Taylor X174
Curtis TR-40

0251 0301 0351 0401 0451

51 21213422 01 21343311 51 13134233 01 42211324 51 44233134
52 42313423 02 43312421 52 33113213 02 23422213 52 11234332
53 21311234 03 31212311 53 42124332 03 33422442 53 32224313
54 42331134 04 42212113 54 44213112 04 44233322 54 43212133
55 43113213 05 31322132 55 44332422 05 13431134 55 32342113
56 33224422 06 23442442 56 22322443 06 21312322 56 21342242
57 32324334 07 21211242 57 33242312 07 11332321 57 21221132
58 33132132 oe 11313223 58 22133233 08 23442343 58 42443212
59 44243243 09 42112443 59 22121343 09 43311311 59 32212113
60 31232232 10 33322443 60 42113423 10 43222442 60 21332243

61 24443112 11 42322433 61 12333243 11 43113434 61 44223134
62 43123124 12 31244232 62 44343343 12 31213224 62 12421121
63 21342443 13 21223312 63 31112344 13 23433223 63 32432 234
64 13123434 14 13433211 64 13443332 14 42242313 64 43112433
65 33213443 15 22422113 65 43323122 15 431233 37 65 42134311
66 32443131 16 34342122 66 42122134 16 13211124 66 44312231
67 43222111 17 43213434 67 24332424 17 42132431 67 32132 322
68 33443321 lfl 21323444 68 32434211 18 33342421 68 32234344
69 21343213 19 32221334 69 43123213 19 31122113 69 24422112
70 23123112 20 32244422 70 22132331 20 44422423 70 12432123

71 32123322 21 12332121 71 13322111 21 31223424 71 43222312
72 44213344 22 44234321 72 33211343 22 31242232 72 32434331
73 43421321 23 32442123 73 32242131 23 11322211 73 33442342
74 32443111 24 13242112 74 43111332 24 12313344 74 33222342
75 33223444 2b 33432213 75 24422423 25 23422344 75 21122312
76 31213213 26 31242243 76 31342131 26 21323123 76 31112244
77 44233423 27 43113212 77 31122434 27 11221231 77 11123324
78 44234233 28 43334221 78 42433242 23 31332423 78 31133311
79 42322331 29 33123221 79 42113213 29 21113324 79 43313342
60 31212431 30 44312321 80 21213231 30 24443212 80 21312434

81 31133131 31 22422331 81 43423213 31 21131342 81 32423431
82 42331232 32 43124221 82 43122323 32 12422432 82 13133132
83 22443421 33 12311221 83 21244332 33 12224334 83 43244433
84 43211243 34 43133134 94 42113112 34 33131243 84 34344222
85 42134344 35 33121334 85 44211211 35 44342212 85 44342243
86 33112134 36 21112344 66 31311242 36 43234232 86 31222134
87 42234243 37 31321323 87 42213331 37 43443112 87 13421221
88 43443212 38 31122231 88 42223113 38 42343243 83 23342431
89 43421134 39 33123213 09 32213123 39 42343213 89 23442433
90 31121243 40 31122123 90 32223112 40 42124422 90 11134321

91 22432112 41 43321213 91 43344234 41 11122443 91 31212432
92 11324213 42 21323124 92 33232112 42 42322311 92 11221224
93 43243221 43 43223322 93 44231231 43 13112424 93 33213221
94 43443123 44 44311324 94 31123211 44 21112332 94 31322421
95 22433312 45 21123342 95 42333123 45 22431231 95 22343122
96 42423431 46 21113222 96 44323213 46 21244231 96 44233223
97 33243342 47 22422343 97 33422234 47 31122311 97 22213211
98 31243112 48 12322123 98 23312112 48 13434431 98 33242111
99 33421234 49 31224431 99 42324344 49 21332234 99 42134223
00 12224434 50 43321243 00 31244223 50 44224311 00 43224213

80 The National Locksmith
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NATIONAL
AUTD LOCK SERVICE, INC.

JTV ^
I RE5DuRCES .fvC.

STRATTEC MANUPAnfTLJfhWG, *JC.

nSPi

WO001-2000 TOYOTA
Keyblanks:
HPC/Silca TOY38R
Taylor X174
Curtis TR-4C1

0501 0551 0601 0651 0701

01 11222132 51 22113324 01 42442421 51 12312334 01 33123424
02 23432122 52 43432111 02 43242442 52 13432111 02 24342321
03 42433244 53 22433131 03 44223123 53 33221322 03 13421334
04 44213123 54 21332231 04 31223332 54 43332432 04 33133212
05 31211212 55 12334232 05 33444332 55 44244211 05 43421343
06 11243132 56 43432211 06 44433311 56 12312423 06 32443442
07 43112422 57 32444213 07 44244333 57 21343423 07 33424432
09 22123432 5B 31344332 08 31322243 58 12311324 08 43332111
09 31122342 59 32431322 09 13223112 59 43423433 09 12324324
10 21234434 60 12433112 10 24431131 60 44242313 10 21322134

11 13132112 61 12432112 11 32232213 61 12443331 11 31234431
12 12133122 62 33133222 12 33212211 62 32132112 12 31322312
13 44231213 63 44311243 13 42333242 63 42121343 13 32244233
14 31133443 64 42123344 14 43432221 64 23213112 14 44223331
15 42442113 65 22123313 15 42123122 65 32223443 15 32433422
16 24342131 66 43244224 16 43342422 66 12433221 16 31331224
17 42113223 67 32224343 17 21213243 67 44322324 17 31134242
IB 22323424 68 43421221 18 43342234 68 43442231 18 13443432
19 31123244 69 32221313 19 44432133 69 42124434 19 44331213
20 42433311 70 43121344 20 24233322 70 33213424 20 33312132

21 21343112 71 31322434 21 43323422 71 11243122 21 22133134
22 31222442 72 32224442 22 11333123 72 12223132 22 22124432
23 11311224 73 22331334 23 43222313 73 32132123 23 43334443
24 44342311 74 21133132 24 12433132 74 43223113 24 42342443
25 12442113 75 43243313 25 42221311 75 21221321 25 24243111
26 12243323 76 43223132 26 23424313 76 42431344 26 42133443
27 42134222 77 22122331 27 33132134 77 33432244 27 22322344
28 21224334 78 22432113 28 22133122 78 11122343 28 21233342
29 32121344 79 42313424 29 22113221 79 42113434 29 32212444
30 13432234 80 22222332 30 22111242 80 44311311 30 33243111

31 44421211 81 24321344 31 44222334 81 32422421 31 42121322
32 43342421 82 21223343 32 11334442 82 32244323 32 31132211
33 44213232 83 44423311 33 32344422 83 11322432 33 32244421
34 44233243 84 31243332 34 11313343 84 42112212 34 42132321
35 32113342 85 31223431 35 33244224 85 33221221 35 24211124
36 43443313 86 22124424 36 21344243 86 22321132 36 32243324
37 21221311 87 32311322 37 22323313 87 31312321 37 43244331
38 31224432 38 11322243 38 33112324 88 32423134 38 32112234
39 22233132 89 21332331 39 33113224 89 42112324 39 24342111
40 44432234 90 43313344 40 12332124 90 43212234 40 22211132

41 12442334 91 33312443 41 43233211 91 42332232 41 13132122
42- 23433423 92 23422243 42 33434431 92 44213424 42 43322422
43 33242334 93 21311323 43 42322432 93 33443121 43 43331132
44 31132342 94 33424334 44 43332244 94 33443112 44 21243243
45 33232132 95 21243322 45 32111221 95 42433232 45 42342213
46 31322344 96 21133344 46 43422343 96 32342312 46 21132342
47 33322134 97 42442224 47 31233234 97 21132423 47 44313223
48 21133122 93 42323442 4 8 22443112 93 22433113 43 33442122
49 42422313 99 33322324 49 21334334 99 43122321 49 43432112
50 21213421 00 11323422 50 33212243 00 11134234 50 23431224

82 The National Locksmith
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NATIONAL
AUTD LOCK SERVICE, INC.

JTV ^
I RE5DuRCES .fvC.

STRATTEC MANUPAnfTLJfhWG, *JC.

nSPi

Keyblanks:
EPC/Silca TOY38R
Taylor X174
Curtis TR-40

W0001-2000 TOYOTA

0751 0801 0851 0901 0951

51 33234223 01 34223122 51 42243231 01 13444231 51 42132134
52 32321131 02 22113242 52 23424233 02 32344231 52 43222344
53 24423244 03 23423313 53 23323122 03 43133224 53 43443222
54 43223211 04 21324321 54 44432123 04 22311344 54 42133442
55 32243323 05 12223112 55 44213312 05 23421131 55 42134334
56 32442433 06 42243331 56 42432442 06 44422421 56 33121344
57 33122133 07 32433311 57 43131234 07 32133212 57 21122434
58 32113313 08 21224213 58 44431342 08 32322121 58 22124313
59 44213343 09 33434421 59 11331342 09 32112311 59 32322343
60 42243321 10 42343312 60 12234231 10 23223132 60 32422311

61 22423321 11 43422231 61 12433123 11 22122443 61 43112242
62 42333213 12 21312213 62 32432242 12 21243234 62 22324442
63 22134234 13 43322324 63 44433211 13 21122442 63 44422324
64 43344324 14 12342324 64 42342334 14 21231121 64 13442423
65 21311243 15 12312422 65 21113312 15 33324224 65 21343212
ee 43442234 16 33243442 66 23443131 16 44232131 66 32134334
67 44334311 17 43112322 67 22133123 17 43111321 67 13423342
68 42232431 18 44312434 68 21344224 18 32332321 68 12312224
69 32332113 19 42332213 69 43312312 19 43224433 69 42234431
70 23243112 20 32122111 70 13422111 20 21123223 70 21112343

71 23434232 21 42212112 71 31332231 21 43324223 71 42223134
72 43244232 22 43421243 72 43122424 22 43213423 72 33434223
73 42322112 23 33224313 73 33233224 23 22423434 73 22323321
74 22213331 24 42331334 74 12233344 24 13442132 74 44322243
75 12443334 25 12423122 75 13434433 25 32344233 75 33423244
76 33312232 26 32433342 76 42122432 26 33211234 76 31331131
77 31113224 27 42123311 77 23342111 27 21123233 77 22133221
78 12234423 28 11324433 78 22431124 28 31312323 78 33111323
79 33324231 29 33232131 79 21113321 29 23432213 79 32434212
80 42342132 30 11311342 80 43122213 • 30 32132131 80 33431234

31 43423323 31 44331342 81 44332423 31 32211323 81 43332231
82 11234223 32 31124231 82 31244342 32 23334423 82 44432423
83 42423111 33 44231234 83 44331322 33 12321322 83 32443233
84 33423421 34 32424423 34 33133444 34 42233234 84 24324211
85 21324331 35 33213213 85 33124423 35 22111332 85 31242133
86 12421131 36 12432334 86 13433223 36 33442112 86 21344313
87 42312313 37 21334321 87 33234222 37 21243224 87 23443442
88 21132312 38 43134422 88 13443122 38 33124344 88 31211343
89 32111231 39 33121342 89 43223343 39 32111332 89 44212433
90 32242331 40 43242134 90 44332243 40 31122132 90 43322244

91 21132232 41 33122423 91 43213331 41 42233242 91 43423311
92 21112432 42 42432123 92 12431121 42 31223422 92 11312344
93 33234212 4 3 42122434 93 13422423 43 21132332 93 42443123
94 42112243 44 43323112 94 32331234 44 32334212 94 43233423
95 43433421 45 32423424 95 11134342 45 12244231 95 44432213
96 22134243 46 12332111 96 42211212 46 33112312 96 32432434
97 22131244 47 42213212 97 44321124 47 32444321 97 33133424
98 31113324 48 33324211 98 22124321 48 43134442 98 21132234
99 44242132 49 34332122 99 22133133 49 31213221 99 31124224
00 44221311 50 43223433 00 32331232 50 23424432 00 43124244
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NATIONAL
AUTD LOCK SERVICE, INC.

JTV ^
I RE5DuRCES .fvC.

STRATTEC MANUiFAcmjniNC, *jc.

nSPi

W0001-2000 TOYOTA
Keyblanks:
HPC/Silca T0Y38R
Taylor X174
Curtis TR-40l

1001 1051 1101 1151 1201

01 44234342 51 22443234 01 32133211 51 43111231 01 31123432
02 21313443 52 13423134 02 13431224 52 11342122 02 32213132
03 44433321 53 33423213 03 43443224 53 21243211 03 33124234
04 12113122 54 12313223 04 32231344 54 31223442 04 33231132
05 22323442 55 32342213 05 32312313 55 11223334 05 12442423
06 44333211 56 42431124 06 33124424 56 24223321 06 32424312
07 43312322 57 11134431 07 23424223 57 22123324 07 44312123
oe 22313224 58 33242212 08 21223431 58 13231244 08 24312321
09 13221312 59 21221323 09 44322443 59 22113321 09 42243223
10 44233424 60 13444333 10 33423132 60 13434221 10 43123321

11 44223322 61 12224421 11 22233234 61 13443113 11 24321244
12 21342422 62 11334421 12 11133434 62 43244234 12 13421322
13 31212211 63 32312211 13 44343112 63 33424233 13 11312434
14 33234234 64 21324312 14 43122313 64 31321244 14 31324443
15 12312221 65 21334312 15 33422443 65 43122131 15 33233244
16 43243322 ee 32122124 16 31123213 66 22323343 16 21322423
17 22434334 67 31321342 17 23442113 67 42344324 17 33213312
18 43113334 68 44321344 is 21243343 68 43123312 18 42442342
19 32443242 69 23443331 19 43311334 69 32124433 19 23422234
20 32213321 70 22134212 20 42112444 70 42442422 20 42344233

21 43324424 71 43421213 21 21134231 71 24231344 21 32433113
22 43133424 72 43321132 22 42331312 72 11213424 22 31134442
23 23233122 73 43221311 23 42431213 73 22134433 23 12334244
24 33243242 74 32233431 24 44433242 74 44233421 24 31312424
25 32211211 75 13434432 25 43431212 75 31243232 25 21132122
26 32322321 76 44342113 26 12434222 76 44313212 26 44422322
27 44312212 77 21123221 27 42311313 77 43234212 27 31112443
28 32233223 78 32132433 28 42212443 78 21224243 28 44333222
29 13334242 79 43122234 29 31213443 79 11124323 29 44244323
30 22433122 80 11133132 30 43242232 80 32132232 30 21133421

31 11322324 81 42323121 31 43133124 81 32212342 31 22112313
32 43133111 82 43231131 32 42223131 82 11332443 32 33232444
33 32312422 83 31134232 33 33423134 83 31212234 33 11211234
34 42213313 84 34443222 34 21221312 84 43213312 34 32133422
35 21112212 85 43331224 35 42234244 85 44231134 35 42133212
36 33122421 86 44223132 36 12321343 86 32132334 36 44213313
37 32442322 87 42232243 37 44212212 87 21223434 37 31221131
38 32434421 88 22131124 38 32244343 88 42342224 38 31213421
39 12431324 89 23113133 39 42433234 89 12313213 39 32442121
40 12422323 90 43323123 40 22312243 90 22324421 40 44322213

41 24332321 91 12433442 41 12234422 91 31342423 41 22133113
42 33421313 92 21113433 42 33113232 92 31344433 42 32123423
43 42233312 93 32311334 43 42433312 93 32232134 43 23442324
44 32342133 94 33231332 44 21131224 94 21311312 44 42234232
45 23443231 95 12243234 45 22123424 95 21321231 45 33242112
46 32113124 96 32321321 46 13424224 96 21343124 46 42423124
47 42212344 97 44321234 47 12232434 97 32244244 47 33243311
46 12331342 98 22133112 48 31321342 98 32442122 48 33443242
49 22434331 99 31234231 49 22212234 99 22321334 49 42243323
50 22423113 00 42422321 50 32133322 00 21213213 SO 43433422
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NATIONAL
AUTD LOCK SERVICE, INC.

JTV ^
I RE5DuRCES .fvC.

STRATTEC MANLrFArVTijrnWG, *JC.

aSP

W0001-2000 TOYOTA
Keyblanks:
HPC/Silca TOY38R
Taylor X174
Curtis TR-40

1251 1301 1351 1401 1451

51 11224424 01 22442423 51 31233443 01 33322112 51 42211234
52 31311212 02 44242332 52 22134331 02 42132111 52 22213323
53 33221131 03 33222133 53 13224223 03 32443423 53 22442321
54 33212331 04 32223431 54 24211324 04 43334211 54 32423443
55 33312123 05 44423343 55 31113212 05 44243112 55 13234233
56 44243232 06 23334424 56 44234221 06 13433431 56 23422313
57 44221343 07 31233221 57 42211221 07 33422243 57 32134332
53 32233124 03 31242131 58 21133342 0B 43213323 5Q 42442313
59 32111232 09 31322444 59 21312332 09 13424233 59 21244242
60 32332123 10 43131232 60 21134432 10 12234234 60 11322231

SI 44223312 11 43344213 61 31344342 11 43322332 61 43313322
62 32134231 12 31324432 62 44212344 12 33221224 62 33322434
63 43221121 13 21322421 €3 33222431 13 21342312 63 33432432
64 L2334432 14 31213334 64 32433442 14 13422121 64 31133312
65 33134212 15 43423332 65 33312324 15 22432123 65 32342112
66 11323323 16 31242442 66 42213343 16 12424321 66 33224423
67 22422334 17 13423442 67 23431131 17 11134223 67 31243431
68 44232234 13 42133433 68 12331244 IS 33324324 68 12322111
69 31123342 19 13432421 69 42432224 19 31223211 69 22423423
70 43113342 20 22131331 70 32324422 20 32444234 70 43121332

71 32422442 21 32311242 71 22432444 21 44312311 71 44221324
72 32212432 22 32233123 72 12332433 22 32133324 72 11224334
73 33424331 23 43243212 73 43222113 23 22444221 73 43234433
74 32213342 24 21322331 74 32321332 24 44223324 74 42233122
75 23423332 25 31112421 75 21332434 25 33324432 75 43311244
76 43432433 26 43433431 76 42313421 26 24433222 76 12423323
77 43133443 27 32312231 77 23423324 27 23443313 77 43243323
78 23442133 28 33422434 78 12334242 28 44233431 78 21321134
79 31223434 29 32122433 79 43423422 29 42344433 79 31324313
80 44243213 30 32233443 80 31113312 30 12424433 80 33422423

81 43321332 31 43132433 81 13443234 31 33242211 81 32233344
82 12442243 32 21313321 82 44244222 32 21132331 82 33212232
83 31123421 33 31232243 83 33444223 33 43132443 83 21234234
84 31342213 34 42423434 34 33224343 34 22211124 84 24344242
85 42132122 35 12434234 85 12444333 35 32423112 85 23342232
86 43213133 36 33232134 36 43313442 36 44211324 86 32124332
87 31122323 37 22133322 87 43423423 37 32342324 87 43133113
88 32244223 33 32232443 88 44331224 38 32342224 88 43242344
89 11322433 39 33112212 39 33132423 39 12324422 89 23442344
90 43342213 40 11332231 90 42231344 40 21243221 90 21223234

91 22423121 41 31123331 91 42431243 41 33424431 91 43213422
92. 21344333 42 31133222 92 31213431 42 42242234 92 32321311
93 43312343 43 23334223 93 21331234 43 21233344 93 31331321
94 22312444 44 31133121 94 42231134 44 22213421 94 42113234
95 13442331 45 31222113 95 11324231 45 44342122 95 43443243
96 42312431 46 12322131 96 13342342 46 31342421 96 31322321
97 22332113 47 31121323 97 22243324 47 32123324 97 22334423
98 23431213 48 32242431 93 23123434 48 43223321 98 42132312
99 43322431 4 9 33224323 99 33432444 49 32113434 99 42224333
00 43422434 50 42221343 00 43312434 50 3332H31 00 22431321

86 The National Locksmith
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NATIONAL
AUTD LOCK SERVICE, INC.

JTV ^ 5TRATTEC nSPi
fANnFACTlSfTlNr;, 1 t h

W0001-2000 TOYOTA
Keyblanks:
HPC/Silca T0Y3BR
Tayl<sr X174
Curtis TR-40

1501 1551 1601 1651 1701

01 32133431 51 42124432 01 43344432 51 22111323 01 21221331
02 33421244 52 43443132 02 32312421 52 44243224 02 12342231
03 33443131 53 31124334 03 13223132 53 33433424 03 34233134
04 12234244 54 23313112 04 12444234 54 31232112 04 22334331
05 11213343 55 43334222 05 21323323 55 42311321 05 32433243
06 44332311 56 42312343 06 42213342 56 22112244 06 31244212
07 23433213 57 43123322 07 23443323 57 43243423 07 31223221
08 23334222 58 23423444 08 32432444 58 24312324 08 33212313
09 43443122 59 12422124 09 44221332 59 31334223 09 22331121
10 44232133 60 31232244 10 43442342 60 23432132 10 42131331

11 13433444 61 42233244 11 24233134 61 33321342 11 32244324
12 13342323 62 33311244 12 21223342 62 21321213 12 31233442
13 13343112 63 22233344 13 12334342 63 32213221 13 22134423
14 31133224 64 33231131 14 11212242 64 11312422 14 42121131
15 31121221 65 13433221 15 21234211 65 31124432 15 42111343
16 11223124 66 44213244 16 43121234 66 42422431 16 43121334
17 34432211 67 13422324 17 32243111 67 32431244 17 13434224
18 11322112 68 33112424 18 43242212 68 44211323 18 22113244
19 44311321 69 21124431 19 42124333 69 32332221 19 13422422
20 43344212 70 32133232 20 43242211 70 21333223 20 21121134

21 12212112 71 13334432 21 32134223 71 42122334 21 42123442
22 42234334 72 23423133 22 42132132 72 42113442 22 13122122
23 12332123 73 43123423 23 13421213 73 31334431 23 44343113
24 31123423 74 23433113 24 23443443 74 23443342 24 22231131
25 42211124 75 44232231 25 23421324 75 11323221 25 11211232
26 34423112 76 44323111 26 23431243 76 44422432 26 33434222
27 21344321 77 31233211 27 44313224 77 42334424 27 32212213
28 22312124 78 33111332 28 32322443 78 11223121 28 13443233
29 43442232 79 44313323 29 12323311 79 22243112 29 43223323
30 32132342 80 32322331 30 42223313 80 13122323 30 42332332

31 42433111 81 43232434 31 42433133 81 24231242 31 12133112
32 44342131 82 31344234 32 33134231 82 44432221 32 23443222
33 42313212 83 32342122 33 42432113 83 43313213 33 31221344
34 42431224 84 23442321 34 33422132 84 21112224 34 12313222
35 42134322 85 43131242 35 42332324 85 32132224 35 33242343
36 43211322 86 32431234 36 13334423 86 22211231 36 24443331
37 43244422 87 24421332 37 33443234 87 21221243 37 12322443
36 33213432 88 44232433 38 11333121 88 12313123 38 12311313
39 42122312 89 31133243 39 13442113 89 33123211 39 42223421
40 32242312 90 13422231 40 33222313 90 32212133 40 33122322

41 33423431 91 33134243 41 11234342 91 44334431 41 11243112
42 21331324 92 13424424 42 42422342 92 43311124 42 43243244
43 43234244 93 43233224 43 21133432 93 23311343 43 43221131
44 32122112 94 32223133 44 42331242 94 23334242 44 22111321
45 22123124 95 42233131 45 43122332 95 23334434 45 31112231
46 21333212 96 32442212 46 21233321 96 22134432 46 21243122
47 31223234 97 32424332 47 43224221 97 11213223 47 43134212
48 42213231 98 11332332 48 33134213 98 43113223 48 21223121
49 42224424 99 43212211 49 42433222 99 22112133 49 32312443
50 33423121 00 13432221 50 21133121 00 31231224 50 42343223
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I RE5DURCES .fvC.

STRATTEC MANLrFAfVTijniWG, *JC.

nSPi

W0001-2000 TOYOTA
Keyblanks:
HFC/Si

1

ea TOY38R
Taylor X174
Curtid TR-40

1751 1801 1851 1901 1951

SI 44344232 01 44423224 51 22133232 01 13424213 51 33422121
52 31123243 02 33122422 52 43344334 02 21312242 52 43332131
53 43432232 03 43134434 53 31321211 03 31224421 53 11334222
54 43132131 04 21133431 54 42443222 04 22213134 54 42422334
55 31224443 OS 22433423 55 12234433 05 23431121 55 11324344
56 13423343 06 13423122 56 44211343 06 33134423 56 42322323
57 11234222 07 42234211 57 42212431 07 12332442 57 43242234
58 12434233 08 12233324 56 31132431 08 33431221 58 43124243
59 43222131 09 13343421 59 43244322 09 12244323 59 43443234
60 33132124 10 43442121 60 23434223 10 33322432 60 33321121

61 33212332 11 31321124 61 31121321 11 42211344 61 12133222
62 44333121 12 44213421 62 12231332 12 43213232 62 33122244
63 32212112 13 42312442 63 31332424 13 42121132 63 21224343
64 31342433 14 24331244 64 31222432 14 21223442 64 12322331
65 42133211 15 33432421 65 21231124 15 21122133 65 32124312
66 42233224 16 31332244 se 11343222 16 34422343 66 12343111
67 21313244 17 42321132 67 44313112 17 44232113 67 11332123
68 11122434 18 43224423 68 23421344 18 44433243 68 12422321
69 31243234 19 21323224 69 42344333 19 43123121 69 33132213
70 24223131 20 13432242 70 33423231 20 42213233 70 23443423

71 21311232 21 43244233 71 42243422 21 42213423 71 21331243
72 13213344 22 22213342 72 42111323 22 22132213 72 31322431
73 44323312 23 11332431 73 44312343 23 43442423 73 13243122
74 11321213 24 12442121 74 23344231 24 43422323 74 21134 434
75 32442234 25 43213223 75 31311234 25 11321243 75 21233131
76 43313422 26 43234242 76 21122123 26 32443431 76 12233321
77 22312343 27 22133442 77 43134213 27 42133434 77 32211221
78 42113211 28 31223343 78 21123422 28 22423323 78 44421311
79 21342334 29 12422121 79 43112424 29 12432312 79 22421332
80 43221231 30 12224323 80 11212231 30 21211321 80 42242134

81 21343422 31 31332121 81 22134431 31 44432112 81 33222134
82 31124423 32 42423424 82 42242133 32 42443213 82 32432342
83 22131332 33 44432342 83 21122113 33 43123134 83 21332211
84 11134231 34 33112242 84 21123344 34 43222443 84 13311343
85 43443223 35 11122334 85 33422321 35 33234422 85 212 43112
86 12444324 36 44213234 86 21113323 36 43223443 86 13421234
87 32132124 37 32131331 87 21322432 37 13344221 87 31133244
ae 44234231 3B 22213432 88 43321343 38 33244321 88 43312213
89 42133344 39 21312234 89 31324211 39 43223421 89 31244312
90 21312231 40 12342431 90 31112444 40 11233431 90 43243124

91 32421322 41 23342423 91 32434332 41 43213113 91 44244331
92. 42244221 42 32213343 92 42112434 42 43122124 92 42343244
93 33311243 43 33112421 93 12432423 43 33233444 93 42234332
94 11123233 44 33444312 94 12321331 44 21331132 94 33222442
95 42312323 45 12323421 95 33234421 4b 42112124 95 11234331
96 44311234 46 32422432 96 42313112 46 21333213 96 21223233
97 22112432 47 42244433 97 32134443 47 22432312 97 32332431
98 42343342 48 31334243 98 24311344 48 42421121 98 42243224
99 43343122 49 21231244 99 31332112 49 44431311 99 43244431
00 21221344 50 31322121 00 31221231 50 43243113 00 12442231
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Shop Talk
Helpful Questions and Answers

Written by all of the following

authors: Shirl Schamp, Dale

Libbv, Robert Sieveking, Jack

Roberts, Dave McOmie, and

Don O'Shall.

Send your locksmiih questions, along with

a self- addressed siamped envalojjo to
-

Shop Talk, The Nation^ Locksmith, 1533

Burgundy Pkwy., Str&annwooil IL6Q107

Ted Porter, a Shop Talker from

California, halt sent some additional

information for Richard Niemann.

Mr. Niemann's March question was

about making a key for his Marl in

handcuffs. Mr, Porter write* that,

indeed, the keys were made by Taylor

Lock and thai he has a couple left in

stock. Mr. Porter's address is 100 S.

2nd St., Barstow, CA923II

Q: I read an article somewhere that

says that the BestfFalcon (A 2) core

control key should have the opposite

pattern ofodd and even cuts as the top

master key to minimize the chance ofa

change key or master key being close

enough to the controlkey to allow it to

"accidentally" release the control lug.

Yet in The National Locksmith Guide

To Interchangeable Core Servicing /

s^e no mention ofthis. Also, your illus-

trations use control keys with the tame
pattern as the master, h this an over-

sight or am /mis-reading it?

Fred Peterson

New York

A: No, you are not misreading it, and

it is not an oversight. I" a Icon lock often

uses control keys with the pattern sug-

gested in the article,, while Rest Lock

does not.

Without reversing the odds and

evens as described, it is conceivable

than a key for the system could be iden-

tical to ihe control key except for one

or more positions which would be .025"

(twenty-five thousandths) different.

There would be twelve keys only differ-

ent in one position by this amount.

NATIONAL
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

National Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a

wide range of equipment and services

for the Automotive Locksmith. From

tools and hard to find key blanks to

transponder programming, we can take

the mystery out of car service. We

accept credit card orders, and can ship

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

The market leader in

locking systems for

security, safety, and

control.

Click here for more information
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Using the pattern reversal process as

described, it is possible that a key for

the system could be on]y .012* (twelve

thousandths) different from the con-

trol key all across the Ley, Pulling out

only slightly on. such a key would allow

it to pull the core.

Either way. the threat ofcore control

interchange exists, and which you
choose is largely a matter of personal

preference.

However, if you have a control key

with a bitting of 694563 and a change

key appears with cuts of 674563
h
the

similarity will probably stand out, and

you would reject the bitting as "unde-

sirable." A change key with cuts of

583452 might nol stand out as much,

and could be used with afatse sense of

security, despite the fact that it poses a

much greater threat of control (cone)

shearliiie interchange. OS

***************

Q: I have been having aproblem with

crazy glue. About once a month, one of
my customers has been getting crazy

glue put in hisfront door iock- 1repeat-

edly go over and replace or clean the

lock out, so he asked me if I knew of a

way to keep thisfrom happening again.

/ have not had any experience with

crazy glue in locks, so I thought I

would write you a letter to see ifyou
knew something that might remedy

th is situation. This is a m orUse typepin

tumbler lock.

Dennis Wiftmer

Illinois

A: Funny you should mention! We
published an article on how to dissolve

this glue out of locks. The article ran on
page 60 of the March [989 issue of The
National Locksmith, There is no way
to prevent glue from being squirted

into a lock.

H owever, the procedure was given in

March on how to remove the glue once

it is there. To recap the method, ace-

tone is heated with a special miniature

heater. The probe is inserted into the

lock and the warmed acetone flushes

the glue away in a few minutes, The
heater- pro be is made by ARI Indus-

tries of Addison, Illinois.. Use extreme

caution with this, method as acetone is

highly flammable. Use only the proper

assembly.

***************

Q: I have been trying to locate a lock

cylinder with keysfor a 1973 Volkswa-

gen Micro bus since last November
with no luck. The only information

that /have is the number 21 1-205-355-

C stamped on the lock. If anyone out

there has any information as to where
one might be found, / would sure

appreciate the information.

Doug Tramchke
South Carolina

A: As you become more involved in

servicing and making keys for foreign

a j tos, you will need to become more
familiar with the sources of supply for

replacement parts. Specific informa-

tion is usually nol free, so you can

expect to pay for the answers to some
of the more technical questions you
will come up with. Numbers found on

locks, unless they are the code for that

cylinder, will usually have no special

significance for the locksmith.

The answer to your specific request

for an ingnition lock to your 73 VW
bus is to order a C-3 1-103 ignition lock

from a distributor that sells the "Auto

Security Prod ucls
,?

line. Auto Security

Products is the largest supplier of for-

eign automotive locks that T know of.

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC.

Click here for more information

Installation Tools

The

Lockmasters has a 44

year history of training

security professionals.

dick here for more information
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The

Locksmith I

They also sell a catalog that should be

standard equipment for anyone thai

works on foreign cars. The excellent

photography in the catalog makes it

eKtremely handy when yon need to

identify a lock by a certain auto manu-

facturer. Lath lock is identified by pho-

tograph, the name of the auto manu-

facturer^ country of origin, the keyway

(by Taylor number) and years of appli-

cation to the particular vehicle, A part

number for ordering from
ik

yowt supp-

lier" is also given.

If you need a catalog, you can con-

tact Auto Security Products at P.O.

Box 2937, Kirkland, WA 98083-2937.

06

Q: My question is about a Yale pad-

lock with a double cylinder. (See illus-

tration 1 .) I have tried unsuccessfully to

produce keys for this lock using my
HPC padlock code hook and 1200

cade machine, i have also been unahte

to impression keys io these cylinders,

probably because I don *t have the car-

reef key section, Ifound that this lock

cannot be disassembled until the

shackle is opened. The two cylinders of
this lock accept two different key

sections.

Do / need sectional blanks from
Yale? The codes shown on the face of
the cylinders are "23 SH'and "50 PF,

JJ

Can you cross these codes to give me
the cutsfor the keys? Is this lock worth

anything in ter?ns ofcoltectabitity?Can

you shed any light on thisproblemfor
me? HELP!

Larry Kanzer

Pennsylvania

A: From the illustration and descrip-

tion, you seem to have a Yale 945 or

937 "Bieentric
11

padlock. The Yale 945

had two cylinders that were mechani-

cally interlocked so as tO require both

keys to open the lock. This dual cus-

tody padlock operated very much like a

safe deposit box lock. The Vale 937 had

two cylinders also, but either cylinder

was, capable of opening the Lock. It is.

common to find these locks with differ-

ent key sections in each cylinder.

I can't give you the specific age of

your lock, but up until about six or

eight years ago, you could still buy this

lock from Yale. Manufacturing was

discontinued in 1980. Though the dou-

ble cylinder padlock was never all that

common, it had s.ome special safety

and security applications. The value of

your padlock is between twenty and

seventy-five dollars because of ks rarity

and not nccces-sarily its age. You might

also be interested to know that Yale

makes "Bicentric" mortise cylinders

and key-in-knob locks.

The nice tbin^ about codes, is that

you can trace the lock to some degree.

HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and

Manufacturing Quality since 1956

Click here for more information

To be a World Leader You Need

Quality Products, Innovative

Technology and Strong Partners.

Click here for more information
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The "50 PF" cylinder, identifies the

lock as part ol a system owned by the

Pennsylvania Power and Light Com-
pany, and the keyway 4h

PF," as proprie-

tary. (A proprietary keyway is more or

less owned by the end user. The manu-
facturer agrees not to make or sell

proprietary keys or lock plugs to

anyone else.) The proprietary keyway
suggests that you will probably not find

a key blank that will fit the cylinder

without some modification. The fact

that the code identifies the lock as the

property of PA P&L. suggests Lhat you

might want to return it to your custo-

mer without keys, Know your custo-

mer. Don 1

! make a key to Pandoras'

box.

To answer your question as to ihc

best method of making a key for this

lock, I would think that im press ioning

would bu the easiest. After finding or

manufacturing a blank to fit the

cylinder, impression the first key. Yale

used a round nose pin that made
impressioning the sectional cylinders

more difficult than cylinders pinned

with the more pointed conical pins.

After opening the lock, reeombinatc

the cylinders to a new key, so as not to

risk compromising any other locks that

might use the same code. Patience and

perserverance will make a key to open

the lock. 06

& As a beginning locksmith f need

some help. With ail the tools, key

blanks, accessories, code and how-to
books on the market today. / hardly

know what / need w set up a smalt

shop. I will be doing this work part

time. Still I know there are certain

essentials one needs in the shop. Basi-

cally
t
could you recommend what I

should start with- Thank you for your
time and effort,

Jim Richardson

Kentucky

A: The question you are ask ing is one

of the most oltcn asked questions in

our industry today, Countless
students, seminar attendees H and read-

ers have asked it before you, and will

after you. But it cannot be truly

answered.

In courses we often make a list of

"suggested tools'
4

with several thou-

sands of dollars worth of equipment

listed. But the Lruth is, that is both too

much and too little, It is too much
because there are tools on it you won 1

!

use for years, and it is too little because

the tool you will need tomorrow after-

noon isn't on it. Why? Because every-

thing about you, your area, your busi-

ness, your customers, and your shop is

truly unique.

You will have to look at yourself, the

shop yo u want, and t h c immed iate are a

in order to determine what needs you
can fulfill for your customers. In short,

sum up yourself and your potential in

your area, and then choose a target

market. ..the work you hope to

'"special i7e
4

'"

in, If possible take a rifle

approach to it to focus your resources

rather than scattering your efforts in a

wide shotgun pattern. Then lake a shot

at the future and hope.

Here are some specifics. You 11 need

a key duplicator; probably a simple,

light duty one will do for awhile. Ask

your distributor for help on keyblanks.

You'll want a supply of the most popu-

lar numbers.

Select the code hooks you'll need

and think about a code machine. There

are various ones available. You can

even look for depth keys to gel started.

After thal H choose a few car openers,

Don't panic!

We have Security

Exit Devices,
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files, pliers, etc. A cordless drill is

alino.il a must. After that, experience

will show you what you're missing,

You will waste some money on

things you don't need. We ail did and

do. But if you concentrate on tools (not

toys) to make you money in your

selected areas of expertise, you will at

least minimize the waste.

In the end. however, one sad fact will

remain. Short of bankrupting yourself

or y our b u siness o r sq ueezi ng t he w allet

too tightly to allow lor necessary sale-

able items, it is unfortunately better to

have too much than too little.

The tool you find you're not using

has cosl you the value of the price you
paid for it. The tool or book you didn't

buy., and don^t have, could cosl you

much more.

Inventory of locks and keys is

another story, however. Tools and re-

ference books arc an investment,

Hardware inventory that sits on your

shelf is not an investment, Only inven-

tory that you can "turn over" is an

investment.

Turnover (buying and selling and

replacing it to sell again) makes money.

Inventory sitting on a shelf costs

money. Watch your inventory
constant] y and if you lose a little of

what you paid for it by having to sell it

at a loss, if that money can than be

invested into saleable inventory, then

you will win in the end. 05

Q: A customer has asked me to open

the safe shown in photograph two. He
said that two years ago he took the

plate off the lock and filled it full of
graphite and said he has been unable to

open the safe since.

This is the combination he has: L
stop on 19() r R 2 times stop on 76, Lto
mark, R So open. / tried this combina-

tion several times with no success.

Fam askingfor your help in opening

this safe because / have limited expe-

rience in safe work- Can you advise

where to drill, or any other way to get

this safe open'/ It has double doors

inside. On the right handle are the

numbers W816*
Jack Oliver

Ohio

A: Jack, my educated guess,, without

having more information, is that you

have a Hall's east iron fire safe Put

counterclockwise pressure on the

handle and try to turn the dial. If the

dial binds severely, the chances are

excellent that my guess is correct. If the

dial does not bind, then my guess is

useless in which case you are instructed

to ignore the following and send more
information.

On the assumption that it is a Hall's,

drill just outside the dial ring above

zero, at a pretty steep angle as

demonstrated in photograph three. At

this drill point you will miss the

hard pi ate, and pierce the top of the

round lockcase.

2. Safe submitted tor opnrinq idea*

3. Proper drilling angle for a Malls safe.

To gain access to all the wheels, you
may have to elongate the bole in the

case. This can be done through the

same outside hole. Line the wheel ^ales

up, record the respective numbers, and

transfer these numbers to the 9 o'clock

position. Yon may have to add or sub-

tract a number or two for the gates to

line up with the tailpiece. Also, don't be

afraid to jiggle the heck out of the

handle.

Good luck and remember, if the dial

does not bind when you apply counter-

clockwise pressure to the handle,

ignore the procedure I just outlined.

+ *+ + + +, + -t -t -* -

Q: Could yo u gi ve me the spacing and
depth measurementsfor the Best pud-

lock, using the "M" series key blank

ASP Covers

the World of

Auto Locks

k
Click here for more information
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L
Click here for more information

with 7 pins. Are (here codes to these

locks? Where ii ike first cut measured

from?

Tony

Michigan

A: Before I answer your direct ques-

tions, I'd like to ask you a few. Who is.

your customer and what are the cir-

eumstanees that bring the lock 10 you?
And what do you mean by the "M" key

blank?

Best does, have an M keyway, but it is

highly restricted^ and to the best of my
knowledge, doesn't appear in any key

blank catalog which would make it a

bit difficult to recognize.

Many key blank bonks, as well as

Practical Masterkeying, use the sym-
bol M to identify the sectional master

key blank that passes all of Best's

"standard" keyways. But Best does not

make, plugs in the sectional master

keyway, so the actual keyway would he

one of its others

,

No H there are no codes available for

these. They arc not sold to the public.

They arc a part of a proprietary mas-
tcrkey system purchased by an Institu-

tion, whose, security coulrl he totally

violated by the indiscriminate key fit-

ting to its locks, Instead a visual ID
number representing the position in the

system of the key to fit it would be

stamped on the core, usually on its side.

Since they are a part of the master-

key system, the master key as well as

the core control key would both op ur-

ate it, as well as its own change key. If

the change key became lost or could

not be identified, the core control key

would be used to
fci

pull" the core and

identify it by the visual ID number.
Having a customer in legitimate pos-

session of such a lock who has none of

the keys for it is a rare situation indeed.

Locksmiths arc becoming heavily

involved with institutional lock-

smithing, but this is not one of the ser-

vices commonly required,

Actual depths for Lhc key would

depend on whether the system is set up
on the A2, A3„ or A4 series depths. This

is largely based on the size and type of

institution.

Smaller institutions tend to be on the

A2 depths, while large institutions tend

[0 use the A4. The A3 is usually only

found in U.S. government agencies,

and usually on restricted keyways
(such as the actual M keyway).

Cut spacing is measured from the

square of the notch below the tip of the

key, which acts as its stop.

4s

Free
freight!!

No middle
man!!

dick here for more information

SRi and Tech Train

Productions are the

automotive specialists

- your best source for

automotive tools,

manuals, and videos.

Click here for more information
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From stop to:

first space = .080"

second space = .230"

third space = .380"

fourth space = 530"

fifth space .680"

sixth space = .830"

seventh space = ,980"

Cut depths are as follows:

A2 A3 A4
.318 .318 .318

1 ,305 .300 297

2 .293 .282 276

3 280 .264 .255

4 .268 .246 .234

5 255 .228 213
6 243 .210

7 .230

8 .218

9 .205

Picking the lock ta ihc core removal

position allows for decoding and key

fkling, or Ihc lock can be nnprcssioned.

In cither case, with oniy one Lock to

decode, there is a good chance thai

your key may actually he erne of the

masters for the system. A good idea

would be to remove and replace the

core, o r at least remove and re-key it lo

a non-masLerkeycd set of depths. 05

***************

Q: Recently a man contacted me ta

open a hiked safe which he had no

combination to and of course it was

locked. The safe had been pointed and
there wan no visible brand name an it

that I could find. The dial was a Yah &
Towne with "Paid Sept. I5 r

1896"

stamped on it. It had a Thandle, which

had 1 777 stamped on it. It may be a

National ur Hall 7 handle.

I have an HPC Inc. Safe & Vault

Manual, and OSfar as I can tell it 1? a J.

NATIONAL
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

National Auto Lock

Service, Inc. offers

a wide range of

equipment and

services for the

Automotive

Locksmith. From

tools and hard to

find key blanks to

transponder pro-

gramming, we can

take the mystery

outofcarservice.

We accept credit

card orders, and

can ship COD.

Contact us for the

latest in automo-

tive technology.

www.laserkey.com

4. Unidentified safe, in need of opening.
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medeco
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Integrity.

Ingenuity....

security

solutions.

Click here for more information

Baum Safe, but being new at this, I'm,

nof certain. / read ana! study The
National Locksmith magazine as if it

was a textbook. Ifyou ran give me any

heipfui suggestions as W getting this

safe open I'll he wry graiefuf. Photo-

graph four is a picture of the safe.

Jay Rohbins

Illinois

A: Jay, first of* all let me congratulate

you on a fine choice for a profession.

You will probably never became a rich

man in this business, but the personal

satisfaction that you will gain from

ove re omi rig c h alle nge after c hallenge is

priceless in itself. Oil I he other side of

the same co in . however, I want to stress

that you not undercharge for your ser-

vices. There is nothing unethical about

trying to make a profit. This was a hard

lesson for ine to learn, and I still have to

ward off occasional relapses of the cap-

italist guilt complex.

Now to your safe. No
?

it is not a

Baum. The Baum T-handle is very dis-

tinctive; the part that the "T" goes

through is not ball-shaped, hut more
closely resembles a can laying on it

s

s

side—round on the sides, but flat on

the face,

1 can't pinpoint the original manu-
facturer for you, but I think between

the two of us we can identify the lock,

which is really all we need to deduce a

drill point,

I believe it is either a Vale OR, in

which case the dial may bind slightly in

the contact area as pressure is applied

to the handle, or it can be a Yale 024

which normally won 1

! exhibit any signs

of binding. That is your job Jay,, to try

and detect a bind in the dial. The only

reason this has any importance is that

the drop-in positions are different for

these locks. The OB drops in at

6 o'clock; the 024 drops in at about

10 o'clock.

On your safe I think I would drill in

at an angle from outside the dial ring,

just to the left of zero. Take your wheel

readings and trans-fer them to the

respective drop-in point. Good luck

and Let us know how you make Q\)tM4

Letters

***********4+4*

messages, key duplications, repairing

mortise locks recombinating cylinders,

etc. I believe an article such as this gives

other women in this trade a moral

boost, and makes us feel less like

outcasts.

I know myself of the feelings and the
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Lockmasters

has a

44 year

history of

training

security

professionals

looks that people give me when they

ask what [ do for a living and 1 state

*Tm a locksmith." Consider for a

moment the feeling of incompetence

when your customer can! believe that

youYc the one who will be servicing

their home of industry and they look

out the door to see if there is a male

trailing behind you. Many limes I get a

feeling of resentment for their lack of

confidence in my ability as a locksmith.

Trust me when L *ay there are many
stories we women can tell about our

Field experiences

.

Thank you for taking the time to

read my feedback on the 'Lady

Locksmith" article. It served as an

inspiration. This comes from a woman
who does service work alongside her

husband, with her own service truck

equipped with the stock and equipment

to handle most every need.

Cheryl Magri

Massac hussetts

Technitips

Continued from page 15

> Remtjv*

\*>
Illustration 9

the cam as shown in illustration nine,

you will have a cam that is completely

compatible with the 4500 dead bolt and

which will also reduce the amount of

key rotation required to extend or

retract the bolt.

Jim Keienburg

Texas

444**4*4*44*4*4

This Technitip concerns solving the

three and four wheel combination

locks used on suitcases and other Lug-

gage without damage to the locks

The majority of these locks will give

indication on the right side of the com-

bination wheels as shown in illustra-

tion ten As each wheel is turned, a

notch or flat on the inner hub of the

combination wheel will he brought

under a "spring plate" which blocks

movement ol the unlocking slide of the

lock. If all three wheels are properly

positioned, the spring plate will move

or drop into the notch or flat on the

inner huh of the wheel, allowing the

lock catch lo be opened.

I. In some cases, it is possible to

peek into the crack along the right side

TlK
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1 2 3

THE CENTER HUB ON THtS TYPE
OF COMBINATION LOCK CAN
HAVE A NOTCH OR A FLAT SIDE.

Illultrntipn 10

of the wheel with a strong light to sh
the notch or flat side of Ihe inner hub as

it is brought to the front of the lock.

2. Sometimes it is easier to use a

small piece of shim material to feel the

hub as it is turned. By shaping the end
of the shim to a rounded point s you can

fee] the notch or flat as it comes to the

front.

3 A needle or piece of very fine

spring wire will also work in case the

wheel has a shoulder that prevents the

shim materia! from entering far enough
to contact the inner hub Bend the tip

of the wire to bypass the shoulder on
the wheel as it is inserted. Feel for the

notch in the inner hub as the wheel is

turned.

Once all the wheels have been
aligned with the notch to the front, the

lock should open. If it does not, note

the combination and move the wheels

"together/* around one number at a

time and try opening the lock each

time, ff the combi nation found was

698„ the next number to try would be

709, then 810, then 921 etc. around
until the lock opens. This method will

open the majority of this type of lock,

Abdul Ham id Abdurahman Adem
Asmara, Ethiopia

A & B Safe Opening
Continued frQm page S€

I learned something that I knew, but

sometimes when one has been working
on safes too long, he may forget some
basics. Now, I know that when ] do not

get contact points when 1 am turning

the dial, something else is wrong other

than just a sheared-off fly on the drive

wheel. I would probably attack the safe

a little differently, if 1 were called on to

open it again under the exact circum-

stances, t would not attack the lock

bolt, however, but drill in a position

that would make it easier to push the

TlK
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lever into the lock once il had been

comprised.

Editor's Note: Another way to handle

this opening would he to drill at the

fenc* (drUtpaint- 9? * ftj. Probe the

gates around with an ice pick. The

fence will drop in, then you Ctin manu-
ally probe the wheels in a cioctrwisi

direction, retracting the lock holt.

Lockscope

Continued from page 63

$ A SO d^oree mirror ihadth used to

view tha ma ida qf » Metier MR 302,

The in fide of * four wh»el P#ari«£i

lack p» veen through the Lockscope
with the mirror *h«ath.

Well, the only important thing left to

talk about is the bottom line. The cur-

rent components for the Lockscope are

as follows: Lockscope: 5.9mm dia-

meter: 10* working length; direct view;

50 degree field of view. Side-view mii-

ror sheath; 6.2mm diameter. 71"

Fiberoptic Light <iuidE (able: carries

light from the Light Source to the

lockscope JLK-5 AC powered I50W
light source. All this can be purchased
for under SI 400.

For more information contact
George Stock ley at <404j 42H-I678, or

write to: Olympus Corporation, Attn:

George Stock ley, 1800 Sandy Plains

Parkway, Suite 307, Marietta, GA
30066
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